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For the past 100 years CN has been at the forefront of innovative service and operational strategies.  
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ALL SYSTEMS GO
The Port of Montreal is expanding. 

The Contrecœur project is being fueled by our continued growth in international 
trade and by the unwavering support of our partners. 

Our dedicated expansion team is already well advanced in their engineering 
planning and fi nancial structuring with the new container terminal being scheduled 

to be commissioned in 2023–2024. 
Mark your calendar.

port-montreal.com/en/contrecoeur-expanding.html
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Well Prepared for Growth

The Port of Montreal continues to set records in virtually
every sector of cargo activity. Moreover, it is generating
greater economic benefits, creating more and more jobs,
and making significant investments in its infrastructures to
meet future growth.

The port handled a record 38.9 million tonnes of cargo in
2018, an increase of 2.3% over the previous year. It was a
fifth consecutive record-tonnage year. The port moved un-
precedented volumes of containerized and liquid bulk
cargo, and enjoyed yet another record year in the cruise
sector.

“The Port of Montreal is more than ever a hub of global
trade,” said Sylvie Vachon, President and CEO of the Mon-
treal Port Authority (MPA). “Our competitive advantages en-
able us to stand out and pursue our growth. Through
Montreal, clients are invited to ‘Ship Different’ thanks to our
strategic location, the dedicated direct services provided
by the world’s largest shipping lines and the fact that vessels

Port of Montreal setting records on many fronts

The Port of Montreal handled a record
1.7 million TEUs in 2018.

Sylvie Vachon
Port is a hub of global trade
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are completely unloaded and reloaded here, our proximity
to major distribution and consumer centres, and our ability
to prepare rail convoys directly on-dock.”

A record 1.7 million TEUs (20-foot equivalent unit contain-
ers) moved through the port in 2018, up 9% over the previ-
ous year. “We enjoyed yet another year of strong growth in
the container sector,” Ms. Vachon said. “Growing market di-
versification, the positive impact of the Comprehensive Eco-
nomic and Trade Agreement (CETA) on freight traffic, and
national economic vitality are among the key elements of
our success in this cargo category.”

TONNAGE GROWTH CONTINUES

Tonnage growth is continuing in 2019. Through August, the
port had handled 26.9 million tonnes of total cargo and 1.2
million TEUs, increases of 11.6% and 5.5%, respectively,
over the same period last year.

The port also enjoyed in 2018 a record-setting year in the
liquid bulk sector, where traffic reached 16.4 million tonnes,
and in the cruise sector, with the port welcoming 127,061
passengers and crew members.

“All of these factors contribute to making the Port of Mon-
treal a major economic force for the region and the country,”
Ms. Vachon said.

Indeed, a new study on the Port of Montreal’s economic

benefits, conducted by S&B Data, has reassessed upwards
the port’s positive impact. According to the study, the port
now generates close to $2.6 billion in Canadian GDP, of
which more than 90% is concentrated in Quebec. This rep-
resents a 23% increase over the last economic impact as-
sessment conducted in 2014.

Furthermore, the port helps maintain more than 19,000 di-
rect, indirect and induced jobs in the various sectors related
to marine and port activities. Growth in the container sector
alone has created in the past year 218 new full-time long-
shore and checker jobs in the Port of Montreal (the Maritime
Employers Association employs longshoremen and check-
ers in the port).

INvESTmENT IN INfRASTRUCTURE

The MPA is continuing to invest in its infrastructure in order
to handle increasing volumes of containerized cargo. In ad-
dition to the advancement of its Contrecoeur Port Terminal
Expansion Project (see separate story in this section), it has
launched a second construction phase at its newest con-
tainer facility – Viau Terminal – to boost handling capacity. 

Viau Terminal, operated by Logistec Corporation’s Termont
Montreal Inc., handles about 350,000 containers annually.
This second and final phase will add 250,000 TEUs to the
terminal’s current capacity, increasing it to 600,000 TEUs.

Container traffic was up 5.5%
through August.
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The project will enable the Port of
Montreal to reach its maximum han-
dling capacity of 2.1 million TEUs on
the Island of Montreal. The MPA, Ter-
mont Montreal and the federal gov-
ernment are investing in the project.

The project works will run to Decem-
ber 2020 and will mainly include the
installation of piles, railway works, dy-
namic soil compaction, underground
infrastructure works, the laying of foun-
dation, and paving. Throughout the
works, in accordance with the commit-
ment made by the MPA and Termont
Montreal during public consultations
on the project held in 2015, mitigation
measures will be implemented to min-
imize inconvenience to neighbouring
communities. For example, dust sup-
pressants will be applied to prevent or
reduce the spread of dust, and motor-
ized equipment will be fitted with
high-performance mufflers.

When fully operational, Viau Terminal
will generate 2,500 direct and indirect
jobs, as well as $340 million in eco-
nomic benefits. The terminal uses new
technologies and will continue to do
so, for example by electrifying certain
components and using broadband re-
versing alarms on equipment to mini-
mize the noise impacts of handling
activities.

The infrastructure project will enable

the world’s second largest shipping
line, MSC, a longstanding partner of
both Termont Montreal and the port,
to develop and increase its services
through Montreal.

“The increase in terminal capacity is
coming at the right time for us,” said
Sokat Shaikh, President and CEO of
MSC Canada. “(This project) ensures
the future growth of our services in
Montreal. MSC has grown significantly,
by more than 10% a year for the past
five years. This additional capacity at
Viau Terminal will support such growth
over the next two years. Then we will
have to move on to the next step.”

Termont Montreal President
Madeleine Paquin said: “The Port of

Montreal is a hub and anchors our net-
work. As MSC’s strategic partners, we
are delighted to work with the Port of
Montreal and support its expansion.
This project reaffirms our commitment
to Montreal and our determination to
be efficient and reliable as a strategic
gateway for Canadian trade. We are
very pleased to have the support of
the Government of Canada to con-
tinue to advance Montreal’s develop-
ment. Since the signing of CETA,
exporters and importers are already
making the most of the new market
access. The future is bright for Mon-
treal.”

“Collaboration is at the heart of our
business processes, as demonstrated
by this project,” Ms. Vachon said. “We
are pleased to be able to complete
the Viau Terminal project, a sign of the
steady growth of the container market
in Montreal, and to be able to count
on the commitment of our valued
partners who have been involved in
this project from the start, the Govern-
ment of Canada and Logistec.”

The completion of Viau Terminal will
end all possible development of the
port’s container-handling spaces on
the Island of Montreal.

“With the completion of Viau Terminal
and the major terminal project at Con-
trecoeur well underway, the Port of

The Port of Montreal handled an unprecedented
16.4 million tonnes of liquid bulk cargo in 2018.

Some 8 million tonnes of dry bulk cargo
moved through the port in 2018.
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10,000 Maurice Duplessis
Montreal, Qc H1C 2A2
Tel. 514-648-4848

info@gtgroupinc.com

www.gtgroupinc.com

Transport - Local/Long-distance
Container Terminal
Warehousing
Container repair/modifications

Proud to celebrate 40 years!
Thank you to our employees, suppliers and our customers

Montreal is actively working to accommodate the growth of
the container market for years to come,” Ms. Vachon said.
“By doing so, it is strengthening its strategic role at the heart
of Montreal’s supply chain and continuing to act as an en-
gine for economic development and job creation, benefit-
ing Greater Montreal, Quebec and Canada.” 

GOOd NEWS fOR bUlk CARGO

The bulk cargo sector continues to play a dominant role in
the Port of Montreal’s growth. In fact, the liquid bulk cate-
gory recorded the most significant traffic increase in 2018,
up 11.7% over the previous year. Enbridge’s Line 9B reversal
was the main reason for the increase, followed by greater
volumes of imported processed products.

In this cargo sector, Montreal International Fuel Facilities
Corporation (MIFFC) is planning to develop a $150-million
airport jet fuel terminal on MPA-owned land. The Bureau
d’audiences publiques sur l’environnement (Quebec’s office
for public hearings on the environment) gave its go-ahead
for the project in July.

Under the project, jet fuel will arrive directly at the port by

ship and be moved into storage tanks for onward supply
to the three largest airports in Eastern Canada, including
Montreal-Trudeau International Airport. When completed,
the project will help reduce greenhouse gas emissions by
15% by reducing transportation of fuel by train and truck
between Quebec City and Montreal.

MIFFC is currently finalizing the project’s preliminary engi-
neering and is beginning the process of obtaining permits,
certifications and other approvals required by regulatory au-
thorities.

Based on projected schedules, construction work would
begin next spring and take approximately three years to
complete.

Meanwhile, cargo volumes are rebounding nicely in the dry
bulk cargo category in 2019 following a decrease in traffic
last year, when the port handled 8 million tonnes of cargo
in this sector. The port already had handled 6.1 million
tonnes of dry bulk traffic through August, up 64% over the
same period last year, with grain and ore volumes picking
up significantly. 
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Innovative port reinvents itself,
invests in infrastructure to improve fluidity

The Port of Montreal is continuously
reinventing itself and investing in its
infrastructure to handle growth, im-
prove fluidity and meet the logistics
challenges of today’s marine indus-
try. 

As part of its development strategy
geared to innovation and the use of
visionary technologies, the port is
looking at blockchain-enabled tech-
nology to streamline shipping
through its facilities. It has joined
TradeLens, a digital shipping plat-
form developed by Maersk, whose
vessels call in Montreal, and IBM.

Other Port of Montreal carriers that
have joined the initiative are CMA
CGM, MSC and Hapag-Lloyd. Ham-
burg Süd, which is part of Maersk,
also is a member.

Exclusively dedicated to freight
transport, TradeLens allows mem-
bers to securely share major transac-
tions through real-time access to
shipping data and shipping docu-
ments. Its aim is to enable better
control of delivery and operation
schedules, provide easier access to

various clearance and billing docu-
ments, and bring greater fluidity, ef-
ficiency and transparency to
international shipping.

Montreal is unique in North America
in that it is a destination port where
container ships are completely un-
loaded and then reloaded again.
Each vessel call involves close coor-

dination with landside transportation
services. In fact, the Montreal Port
Authority (MPA) operates its own rail-
way network on port territory and re-
lies on accurate, timely upstream
information to ensure fluid rail oper-
ations. The port is hoping that Trade-
Lens will allow it to enhance and
improve its business intelligence and
short-term forecasting for better
landside resource planning.

“We applaud our partner Maersk for
its vision and international leader-
ship,” said MPA President and CEO
Sylvie Vachon. “We are convinced
that joint work on a global scale is
part of the key solutions to achieve a
better flow of information and goods
for the benefit of clients and part-
ners. TradeLens is fully aligned with
our objectives and business strategy
centred on innovation and efficient
shipping.”

Elsewhere on the technology front,
two years after inaugurating its mo-

The Trucking PORTal app improves truck transit times at the port.

Some 2,500 trucks access the port each day.
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bile Trucking PORTal, the MPA has recently updated its
application.

The app, developed for the 2,500 trucks that access the
Port of Montreal every day to load or unload goods, pro-
vides real-time information on transaction times for each
terminal. Through a data capture system that measures
truck travel times throughout port territory, the Trucking
PORTal app allows drivers and dispatchers to better plan
trips to terminals, thereby reducing congestion and low-
ering greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.

With the update, users can receive real-time notifications
on traffic conditions and information on which roads are
accessible, operational issues and constraints, and train
passages. They can create a user profile to customize
these notifications, receive them via an alert system with-
out having to consult the PORTal, view the transit history
and configure content according to their needs. These
new features optimize the use of the app, improve truck
transit times at the port and further reduce GHG emis-
sions.

A new predictive model of the application, whose aim is
to gain even greater efficiency, is in development.

Meanwhile, the Port of Montreal has partnered with the
Centre for Technological Entrepreneurship (Centech) and
École de technologie supérieure (ÉTS) to create a port
logistics innovation accelerator, the first of its kind in

The port innovation unit is located in the business 
premises of Centech. 
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North America. Four innovation themes focused on port
logistics challenges are guiding the unit’s work: supply
chain visibility and freight mobility; cybersecurity; process
improvement and agility; and supply chain decarboniza-
tion.

“This initiative puts the port at the forefront of the marine
sector’s movement towards a future where emerging
technologies, efficiency and sustainable development go
hand in hand,” Ms. Vachon said.

Established in the new business premises of Centech, in
the former Montreal Planetarium in the core of Montreal’s
innovation district, this innovation unit offers a meeting
space for experts from the Port of Montreal and technol-
ogy start-ups, alongside PhD students from several uni-
versities.

One of the projects underway is an augmented reality
program, through a partnership with PreVu3D and ARA
Robotics, aimed at three-dimensional modelling of port
locations and facilities. When complete, this tool will help

improve infrastructure planning and optimize space, and
provide port facility tours in virtual reality.

Other Port of Montreal partners will be invited to join the
port innovation accelerator. 

$37-mIllION PROJECT TO ENHANCE flUIdITY

In August, the MPA and the federal government an-
nounced that they are investing in a $37-million project
to enhance fluidity through the Port of Montreal. Through
the National Trade Corridors Fund, the Government of
Canada is allocating $18.5 million to the MPA for the
project, which will increase transport efficiency, capacity
and security by reducing container movement wait times
and bottlenecks at the port. The MPA also is investing
$18.5 million in the project.

There are four components to the project: 

• Construction of a railway bridge at the exit of the truck
gate at De Boucherville St., which will eliminate traffic
conflicts between trains and trucks.
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• Development of an Intelligent
Transport System for port trucking
in collaboration with the City of
Montreal, which will allow for a
better understanding of the ori-
gins and destinations of trucks be-
yond port territory.

• Deployment of a series of variable
message signs on port territory
that will provide real-time informa-
tion to truck drivers.

• Development of solutions with
port partners to modulate truck
traffic at entry points based on ac-
tual activity on the terminals,
thereby optimizing their service
offering.

“This project will help us provide ex-
porters and importers with ever
more smooth and efficient service,
and that will keep improving our
competitive position in international
trade,” Ms. Vachon said.

“Our government is investing in the
Port of Montreal’s physical and digital
infrastructure to stimulate economic

PROUD 
EMPLOYER
OF OVER

LONGSHOREMEN 
& CHECKERS

 AT THE PORT OF MONTREAL

MARITIME EMPLOYERS ASSOCIATION
WWW.MEA.CA  FOLLOW US ON

1365

growth, create quality middle-class
jobs, and ensure that Canada’s trans-
portation networks remain competi-
tive and efficient, said federal
Transport Minister Marc Garneau.
“The investment at the port will also
help reduce congestion and truck

traffic in and around its various termi-
nals.”

TERmINAl HOURS EXTENdEd

Meanwhile, to support the sustained
growth in the port’s import and ex-
port volumes, strengthen supply
chain performance and improve flu-
idity and operations, weekday oper-
ating hours have been synchronized
and extended at the Port of Mon-
treal’s container terminals operated
by Montreal Gateway Terminals Part-
nership and Termont Montreal. The
terminals now open at 6 a.m. and
close at 11 p.m., providing nine more
hours of truck access per day Mon-
day through Friday. 

The move comes on the heels of a
collaborative effort among port part-
ners and as part of a pilot project ini-
tiated by CargoM’s (The Logistics
and Transportation Metropolitan
Cluster of Montreal) Innovation and
Fluidity working group. 

“The pilot project showed the
strength of collaboration by Car-
goM’s partners and our ability to suc-
cessfully carry out structuring projects

A LEADER IN THE
MARITIME INDUSTRY

DREDGING AND TOWING 
SOLUTIONS IN CANADA

AN EFFICIENT AND INNOVATIVE 

APPROACH FOR MARINE INFRASTRUCTURES

Our range of marine services is the most comprehensive
in the industry and meets various needs including harbour
towing, salvage, ship construc on and repair, marine
transporta on, dredging and specialized marine equipment 
rental (barges, workboats, tugs and labour forces quali ed).

Port is undertaking a project to increase rail freight capacity and improve fluidity.
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for the industry that generate devel-
opment and economic growth for
Greater Montreal,” said Mathieu
Charbonneau, Executive Director of
CargoM.

“The pilot project to extend the op-
erating hours at the terminals had a
beneficial effect on the trucking in-
dustry. This allows more flexibility
for carriers, which improves fluidity
at the Port of Montreal as well as
transit times,” said Marc Cadieux,
President and CEO of the Quebec
Trucking Association.

With the extended hours, stake-
holders say they have seen an im-
provement in fluidity, with faster
gate access during peak hours lead-
ing to quicker turnaround times and
better use of assets across the
board.

On the rail side, the port will under-
take a $50-million project to in-
crease rail freight capacity and
improve fluidity. The project in-
volves the laying of six kilometres of
track, complementary work to de-
velop the port’s internal rail network
and relocation of the port road. 

The project will allow the port to pre-
assemble longer trains on its railway
network and move containers more
quickly from container terminals to
its rail interchange zone, which is
connected to the networks of Cana-
dian National and Canadian Pacific
railways. The federal and provincial
governments have granted financial
support toward the project of $18.4
million under the National Trade
Corridors Fund and $18.3 million
under the Quebec Maritime Strat-
egy, respectively.

A LEADER IN THE
MARITIME INDUSTRY

DREDGING AND TOWING 
SOLUTIONS IN CANADA

AN EFFICIENT AND INNOVATIVE 

APPROACH FOR MARINE INFRASTRUCTURES

Our range of marine services is the most comprehensive 
in the industry and meets various needs including harbour 
towing, salvage, ship construc on and repair, marine 
transporta on, dredging and specialized marine equipment 
rental (barges, workboats, tugs and labour forces quali ed).

THE EXTENSION
OF CONTAINER
TERMINAL
OPERATING HOURS
HAS IMPROVED
FLUIDITY.
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Port boosts its international reach, visibility

The Port of Montreal continues to boost its international
reach and visibility with the arrival of new shipping lines,
its market diversification efforts and its partnerships
around the world.

Seven of the largest international container shipping lines
– CMA CGM, COSCO Shipping Lines, Hamburg Süd,
Hapag-Lloyd, Maersk, MSC and OOCL – now serve the
port. The most recent addition to the port lineup, COSCO
Shipping, inaugurated in April its weekly transatlantic serv-
ice connecting Montreal with the northern European ports
of Antwerp, Bremerhaven, Le Havre and Liverpool. 

“The arrival of COSCO Shipping Lines reaffirms the Port
of Montreal’s place as the preferred gateway for freight
transport between Europe and North America’s industrial
heartland,” said Sylvie Vachon, President and CEO of the

Montreal Port Authority (MPA). 

COSCO Shipping’s commitment to the port comes on the
heels of two significant announcements in 2018. Maersk
expanded its presence in the port by launching an exclu-
sive transatlantic service connecting Montreal to the
Mediterranean ports of Algeciras and Valencia in Spain,
Fos-sur-Mer in France, and La Spezia and Salerno in Italy,
and Hamburg Süd joined the list of international container
carriers serving the port with a weekly service linking Mon-
treal to those same Mediterranean ports.

“The presence of these seven renowned shipping lines in
Montreal attests to our port’s international appeal,” Ms.
Vachon said. “The port can now count on 11 regular ded-
icated services that connect Montreal to five continents.”

Seven of the world’s largest container shipping lines serve the port.
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The Port of Montreal is strategically
located on the shortest direct route
between ports in Europe and the
Mediterranean and the North Amer-
ican heartland. It is the closest inter-
national container port to major
distribution centres and consumer
markets in Canada and the U.S.
Midwest and Northeast, providing
importers and exporters with access
to 110 million consumers in less
than two days through its excellent
rail and road connections. 

mARkET dIvERSIfICATION

Diversification of markets and diver-
sification of cargo handled are key el-
ements of the port’s success in the
containerized cargo sector. Asia now
accounts for 25% of the Port of Mon-
treal’s container market, up from only

14% in 2013, and is by far the fastest
growing market in this cargo sector.
Indeed, container traffic to and from

Asia increased by 8.3% in 2018 com-
pared with the previous year, high-
lighted by a strong increase in imports. 

Market diversification is a key element of the port’s success 
in the container sector. 

LOGISTEC provides cargo 
handling and port logistics 
services to marine and 
industrial customers 
through a network of 
strategically located 
facilities in the Great 
Lakes, the St. 
Lawrence River, 
on the Eastern 
Seaboard of 
North 
America, and 
in the U.S. 
Gulf.

Whether on the Gulf Coast of Florida, the Canadian Far 
North, or the East Coast of North America, LOGISTEC 

provides customers with innovative solutions for 
their cargo handling and port 

logistics needs.

Visit us at www.logistec.com

A Leading Terminal
Operator
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Within Asia, India is showing partic-
ularly strong growth, and it now ac-
counts for more than 5% of the port’s
container market. It was virtually
non-existent as a market for the port
just a few years ago.

As part of a trade mission to India in
February 2018, the MPA signed a co-
operative agreement with Adani
Ports, a leading operator of ports in
India, including Mundra Port, lo-
cated north of Mumbai, to develop
cooperation in marketing and busi-
ness development and share infor-
mation on marine operations and
industry best practices.

AlTERNATIvE SOlUTIONS

Shipping lines serving the port are
providing competitive, alternative
solutions connecting Asia and the
North American heartland via the
Suez and Panama canals and trans-
shipment ports in North Europe, the
Mediterranean and the Caribbean.
Indeed, shippers in Quebec and On-
tario are now choosing these serv-
ices to move more of their Asian
cargo.

The number of reefers moving through the port has increased by 200% 
in the past five years.

The Port of Montreal is a gateway of choice for freight transport between Europe and the North American heartland.

Growth of 15% in Africa, 9% in Latin
America and 3% in the Middle East
also contributed to the port’s strong
results in the container sector in
2018.

Montreal is also doing extremely well
in its traditional markets. Europe
recorded a 6.6% increase in traffic (all
types of cargo combined) in 2018
due to the positive impact of the

Comprehensive Economic and Trade
Agreement (CETA) between Canada
and the European Union that entered
into force in September 2017. 

“With more than 55% of our volumes
connected to Europe, CETA will con-
tinue to be a significant engine of
growth for years to come,” Ms. Va-
chon said.
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North American markets in 2018

Market Diversification in 2018

mONTREAl, ANTWERP RENEW AGREEmENT

With this in mind, the port authorities of Montreal and
Antwerp, who have enjoyed a close partnership for six
years now, have renewed their cooperation agreement for
10 years. The accord builds on four areas of cooperation:
inter-port governance; trade; innovation; and sustainable
development and energy transition.

As the gateway of choice for European markets and a
major transshipment port, the Port of Antwerp is the Port
of Montreal’s largest trading partner. In total, 15% of the
containerized tonnages moving through the Port of Mon-
treal come from or go to the Port of Antwerp.

A segment of the container market that is booming
through the Port of Montreal is that of refrigerated con-
tainers. The number of reefers moving through the port
has increased by 200% in the past five years, and by 115%
in 2018 alone.  

The continued explosion of the global containerized re-
frigerated container shipping market, spurred by changes
in consumption habits, led Port of Montreal carrier
Hapag-Lloyd to place a record order for refrigerated con-
tainers in July. The shipping line will add 13,240 refriger-
ated containers, increasing its reefer container fleet to
more than 100,000 units.

On the international scene, the MPA has representatives
in the United States, Europe and Asia to develop new
business. They promote the port to increase its visibility
on a global scale, meet with major importers and ex-
porters around the world on a regular basis, and pursue
growth opportunities.

Quebec                                   52%

Ontario                                   30%

U.S.                                         12%

Rest of Canada                       6%

Northern Europe                    35%

Asia                                         25%

Mediterranean                        20%

Middle East                            8%

Other                                      7%

Latin America                         5%
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The Montreal Port Authority’s Contre-
coeur terminal project, the next key
milestone in the MPA’s strategic de-
velopment plan, continues to take
decisive steps forward. Certain major
steps are currently being imple-
mented or finalized with regard to fi-
nancial structuring, engineering and
design, negotiations for terminal op-
eration and the environmental
process.

In August, the MPA and the Canada
Infrastructure Bank (CIB) announced
that they have signed a Memoran-
dum of Understanding to advance
the development of the project. The
two organizations will work on the fi-
nancial structuring of the proposed
terminal. This due diligence will in-
clude planning and pre-procurement
activities for the design, construction,
financing, operation and mainte-

contrecoeur container terminal project 
takes decisive steps forward

nance of the terminal. CIB’s work
could lead to an investment in the
project, subject to all standard due
diligence and decision-making.

CIB, a Crown corporation, has spe-

cialized infrastructure expertise, and
the Contrecoeur project is consistent
with its mandate to advise on and po-
tentially invest in trade and trans-
portation infrastructure projects that
are revenue generating and in the
public interest.

STRATEGIC INITIATIvE

“The Contrecoeur terminal project is a
strategic initiative to support the
growth of the container market in Que-
bec and Eastern Canada,” said MPA
President and CEO Sylvie Vachon. “By
increasing current and future capacity
for the coming decades, this develop-
ment will enhance the port’s infrastruc-
ture and enable importers and
exporters to continue to get products
to market in a timely fashion.

“This commitment by the Canada In-
frastructure Bank is a key milestone
in the progress of our project to-
wards its completion, and this collab-
oration confirms the project’s
national importance.” 

The container terminal will be built on

Artist’s rendering of proposed container terminal in Contrecoeur.

Officials gather at the annoucement of the signing of the Memorandum of
Understanding between the Montreal Port Authority and the Canada
Infrastructure Bank.
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“We handle your vehicles with utmost care’’

Visit our website at www.elroro.com, call 514-598-9895 or email doc@elroro.com
1984 Onesime-Gagnon Street, Lachine (Montreal), QC H8T 3M6

• Loading all kinds of vehicles into containers
• Blocking & bracing is our specialty

• Cross Dock, Light & heavy cargo
• Warehousing 25,000 square feet 

• Short & long-term storage 

land that the MPA owns in Contrecoeur, located about 40
kilometres downstream from Montreal. When complete, it
would be able to handle 1.15 million TEUs (20-foot equiv-
alent unit containers) per year.

The port moved a record 1.7 million TEUs in 2018, up 9%
over the previous year. The current expansion of Viau Ter-
minal (see first story in this section) will bring the port’s
maximum handling capacity on the Island of Montreal to
2.1 million TEUs. 

“The Canada Infrastructure Bank is proud to contribute its
expertise to the development of the port terminal project
in Contrecoeur to maximize its commercial value and at-
tract private investors,” said Pierre Lavallée, President and
CEO of the CIB. “Our collaboration with the Montreal Port
Authority demonstrates our commitment to developing
trade and transportation infrastructure that will support
Canadian economic growth in a responsible, efficient and
sustainable manner. This project represents the type of ini-
tiatives the CIB intends to develop to diversify and expand
Canadian trade.”

The project, which will benefit from Greater Montreal’s lo-
gistics ecosystem of more than 6,300 companies, will in-
clude two berths and a container-handling area, an
intermodal rail yard linked to the main network, and a truck
entry portal connected to the road network. The terminal
will accommodate two to three ships per week, and 1,200
trucks and one train per day, respectively.

ECONOmIC bENEfITS

Economic benefits are estimated at close to 5,000 jobs
during construction with a one-time impact on GDP of
$470 million ($364 million in Quebec), and about 1,000
direct jobs during operation with a recurring impact on
GDP of $119 million ($104 million in Quebec).

The MPA has a dedicated team in place for the project,
headed by Ryan Dermody, Vice-President, Contrecoeur,
who is overseeing the project’s progress. The port author-
ity has hired London-based Arup Group as its engineer-
ing firm. BMO Bank of Montreal will help the port assess
financial options

Esta
blis

hed
 in

 1989
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Meanwhile, the MPA is working in priority with its terminal
operators, Montreal Gateway Terminals Partnership
(MGTP) and Termont Terminal Inc., to accelerate the ex-
ecution of the project’s business strategy. 

“The success that the port is experiencing in the con-
tainer sector is in partnership with our terminal operators
and the shipping lines that they serve, which is why we
have decided to preferentially offer our operators the op-
portunity to pursue their growth at Contrecoeur,” Ms. Va-
chon said.

Elsewhere, the MPA is working on securing federal envi-
ronmental approval for the project and is responding to
requests from the Canadian Environmental Assessment
Agency (CEAA) for additional answers and clarifications.
Once the CEAA concludes that it has sufficient informa-
tion to complete its analysis, it will prepare a report with
recommendations that will be posted online for one
month to gather public comments. The CEAA will review
its report considering the comments received and then

forward it to the Minister of the Environment and Climate
Change Canada for it to decide on the project. All of this
comes after the MPA tabled its environmental impact
statement and held public consultations to communicate
the details of the project to neighbouring political, eco-
nomic and civic communities.

“Our top priorities are to complete the project’s engineer-
ing planning and financial structure pending the environ-
mental licensing process. Conducting this project with the
greatest respect to our natural environment remains a cor-
nerstone of our approach,” Ms. Vachon said. “All of these
steps bring us closer to our goal. We can’t wait to carry out
this vast project that will help serve businesses and con-
sumers better, create jobs and strengthen our competitive-
ness regionally, nationally and internationally.”

Construction of the terminal would start in 2020, condi-
tional on obtaining the necessary permits and other suc-
cess factors. Commissioning of the terminal is planned
for 2023-24.
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Port balances growth with being a good neighbour

The Port of Montreal is committed to
fulfill its role as a responsible corpo-
rate citizen. In particular, it has
strengthened this commitment by re-
inforcing its presence and ties with its
neighbouring community.

“Overseeing the port’s growth and
contributing to economic prosperity
while integrating as harmoniously as
possible into our surroundings and
environment is a priority for the Port
of Montreal,” said Sylvie Vachon,
President and CEO of the Montreal
Port Authority (MPA).  

The Port of Montreal’s Grand Quay,
inaugurated in 2018, marks a new
stage in the port’s relationship with its
city. With its contemporary cruise ter-
minal, new green spaces open to the
public, Port Centre and ideal location
between the river and the city, this
landmark site offers a warm welcome
to Montrealers and visitors alike and
clearly demonstrates the port’s desire
to get closer to its community.

HIGH ACCOlAdES fOR
GRANd QUAY

The Port of Montreal received high
accolades for the Grand Quay at
Montreal’s gala event honouring ex-
cellence in the environment and sus-
tainable development, Gala Montréal
durable, held in December. The MPA
won the prestigious Corps Public sus-
tainable development award, recog-
nizing the port authority’s efforts and
involvement to integrate environmen-
tal and social objectives into its activ-
ities.

The Grand Quay stood out for its
positive impact in terms of sustain-
able development, its landscape
planning, its shore power system for
cruise ships and its approach to con-
necting with the community.

An independent selection committee,
established by the Regional environ-
ment council of Montreal, selected
the winners from 68 projects carried
out and submitted by partner organ-
izations in the Sustainable Montréal
2016–2020 Plan.

Meanwhile, the MPA has taken nu-
merous concrete measures to ensure
harmonious cohabitation between
the port and its neighbours. As an ex-
ample, during upcoming works on
Phase 2 of the Viau container termi-
nal, and in accordance with the com-

mitment made by the MPA and termi-
nal operator Termont Montreal Inc.
during public consultations on the
project, mitigation measures will be
implemented to minimize inconven-
ience to neighbouring communities.
For instance, dust suppressants will
be applied to prevent or reduce the
spread of dust and motorized equip-
ment will have high-performance
mufflers.

These measures follow efforts taken
by the MPA and Termont to actively
seek solutions to reduce noise in the

The Grand Quay marks a new stage in the port’s relationship with its city.

Integrating as harmoniously as possible into its surroundings and 
environment is a priority for the port.
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Viau sector. One such solution was
the installation on various types of
equipment of broadband white noise
backup alarms that reduce noise but
still keep longshoremen safe. These
mitigation measures have succeeded
as neighbouring residents have con-
firmed a significant reduction in
noise. 

Among other measures to improve
cohabitation are noise and lighting
restrictions in various port areas after
7 p.m., and greater use of electric
equipment and greasing of rail tracks
to reduce noise.

Remaining attentive to its neighbour-
ing communities, the port has an es-
tablished and thorough complaint
management system to handle as
quickly as possible any complaints
that might arise. Each complaint re-
ceived by a port employee is re-
ported to the Port of Montreal

Control Centre for handling, then
transferred to the Deputy Harbour
Masters, the Vice-President and Di-
rector of Operations, and both the

Environment and Communications
departments. In most cases, an in-
spector is sent onsite to assess the sit-
uation and meet the complainant.

Some 5,000 people visited the port’s travelling container this summer.

HOW TO BUILD AN EMPIRE
No ‘I’ In Team...  We believe in recruiting the most highly-skilled members to our  
organization. However, we know the most valuable asset of a team is their ability to work 
with a shared passion while cultivating a family dynamic.  JOIN OUR EMPIRE.

achodos@empstev.com
goro@empstev.com

500 Place d’Armes, 
Suite 2800
Montreal, QC H2Y 2W2 
Canada 
MONTREAL QC | HALIFAX NS | SHEET HARBOUR NS | ST-JOHN NB | THUNDER BAY ON  
TORONTO ON | NEW ORLEANS LA | BATON ROUGE LA | HOUSTON TX

Tel: (514)  288-2221   
Fax: (514 288-1148 

www.empirestevedoring.com
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Working with the Control Centre, the inspector takes
measurements or action, depending on the nature of the
disturbance, and then completes a report. Based on these
reports, some mitigation measures can be analyzed and
eventually implemented. All complaints are compiled in a
register. This system was the starting point for the solution
to reduce noise in the Viau sector.

The port also has a Good Neighbourhood Committee,
composed of residents, representatives of local organiza-

tions and organizations operating on port territory, munic-
ipal representatives and MPA representatives. Its objec-
tives are to foster closer and more lasting relations
between the MPA and its adjacent communities; establish
dialogue and facilitate information exchange related to ac-
tivities occurring on port territory; provide a forum for dis-
cussion and exchange on topics of common interest;
develop a collaborative way of resolving neighbourhood
issues; and create a liaison mechanism involving key stake-
holders before implementing further projects and, by
doing so, facilitate their integration into riverside commu-
nities.

ImPROvING INTERfACE bETWEEN PORT, CITY

Moreover, the MPA created a working group in 2019 that
is specifically dedicated to improving the interface be-
tween Port of Montreal territory and the city. Greening,
mitigating nuisances and improving the visual appearance
of port facilities are among the main projects that the
working group is examining.

The MPA also participates in public consultations held by
the City of Montreal’s Office de consultation publique
(public consultations bureau). For example, port represen-
tatives were on hand at an information session in March
as part of public consultations on the Assomption-Sud—
Longue-Pointe sector, which is adjacent to the port and
will be subject to extensive requalification and develop-
ment in the coming years. The MPA is directly involved in
this initiative because it has a road link project in develop-
ment that will provide more direct truck access to termi-
nals and reduce traffic on the local road network. Port
representatives manned a booth to present the project to
area residents and answer questions.   

The MPA has also reinvented its annual Port in the City
Day, which the port had held annually for its neighbours
to showcase its facilities. This summer, the Port of Montreal
was on the road with a container full of information, games
and surprises, stopping at various events in the neighbour-
hoods near its operations to meet residents and present
its activities. In particular, the container featured educa-
tional displays and information on the goods that move
through port and the port’s role in the regional and na-
tional economy. There was also a contest to win a river
cruise. In addition, nearly 400 people boarded tour buses
for a guided tour of port terminals.

Nearly 5,000 people interacted with port representatives
at the travelling container. It was a new experience for res-
idents who live near the port but probably have never had
the opportunity to see it up close and personal.
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Loyal lines, first-time callers cruise into port

Lines that have been loyal to Montreal for years now as
well as newcomers to the city are helping the Port of Mon-
treal enjoy yet another strong cruise season. When the
schedule concludes at the end of October, the port will
have welcomed some 113,000 cruise passengers and crew
members in 2019.

Twenty-four cruise ships representing 17 different lines are
making a total of 76 stops in the Port of Montreal this year.
The season began on May 18 with the arrival of Holland
America Line’s Zaandam from Boston and wraps up on Oc-
tober 30 with the departure of Oceania Cruises’ Riviera for
New York and then Miami.

The Zaandam and the Riviera are among the four vessels
in 2019 calling Montreal for the very first time. The other
cruise ships making their inaugural visits to Montreal this
season are Viking Ocean Cruises’ Viking Sun and Maritime
Holding Group’s Ocean Dream.

In addition to those newcomers, another highlight of the

2019 season occurred on August 10, when the Port of
Montreal and Montreal Cruises held a special event to cel-
ebrate the arrival of Holland America’s 500,000th cruise
passenger to Montreal since the line first started calling
the port with the Veendam in 1996. The honour went to
John and Tina Grondin of Cleveland, Ohio, who were cel-
ebrating their 30th wedding anniversary aboard the ship.
The couple took the opportunity to visit Montreal for a few
days.

The daylong event was held on the green roof of the Port
of Montreal’s Grand Quay, home to the port’s new cruise
terminal, which was inaugurated in 2017. The day featured
free family activities, a jazz show, marine knot workshops
and numerous games. There was also a contest in which
20 lucky winners got to tour the Zaandam and enjoy lunch
on board on its call on September 7.

Montreal Cruises, whose aim is to promote cruises to and
from the city, organized the day. Montreal Cruises brings
together the Montreal Port Authority (MPA) and Tourisme

Twenty-four different cruise ships are visiting Montreal this season.
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Montréal along with Aéroports de
Montréal, the Old Port of Montreal
Corporation, the Old Montreal Busi-
ness Development Corporation, the
Hotel Association of Greater Mon-
treal and the City of Montreal.

mAJOR mIlESTONE

“Holland America Line is a cruise
partner that has been coming to
Montreal for 23 straight years,” said
MPA President and CEO Sylvie Va-
chon. “I would like to thank the com-
pany for its loyalty and for the
valuable advice it provided when we
were designing our new cruise termi-
nal. Today, the Port of Montreal’s
Grand Quay is one of Montreal’s
must-see sites, and we are very
pleased to celebrate Holland Amer-
ica’s 500,000th passenger here. It is a
major milestone in the relationship
between the cruise line and Mon-
treal.” 

“On behalf of Montreal’s entire
tourism industry, we are truly de-
lighted to welcome Holland America
Line’s ships, whose repeated visits
contribute substantially to the local
economy,” said Yves Lalumière, Pres-

SHIPCO TRANSPORT (CANADA) INC. – Your Global Solution

Office in Montreal / Toronto / Vancouver
Visit us at www.shipco.com  for information

ident and CEO of Tourisme Montréal.
“We are also pleased to have interna-
tional-calibre port facilities to offer a
top-quality welcome to cruise passen-
gers and crew members.” 

Montreal’s cruise market has been
growing for many years. The city has
long been a popular departure,  ar-
rival or stopover port for international
cruises, mainly on the Canada-New

England route, as well as for domestic
cruises to the Magdalen Islands. And
more recently, it has become home to
an increasing number of cruises on
the St. Lawrence and to the Great
Lakes.

The Port of Montreal’s Grand Quay is
a unique attraction in Montreal. In ad-
dition to the cruise terminal, the site
features Promenade d’Iberville, lo-

The port celebrated the arrival of Holland America Line’s 500,000th guest 
in Montreal.
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cated on the Grand Quay’s large green rooftop. It has an
immense wooden terrace and thousands of flowers and
aromatic plants. It is the best place in Montreal to watch
cruise ships sail into and out of the city.

Commencement Square is a vast lawn area on the edge
of the water with a lowered wharf that offers exceptional
access to the river. A work of art honouring the pioneering
women who helped found Montreal will be unveiled soon.

The Grand Quay also features a Port Centre, Mariners’
House of Montreal, and unique reception venues suitable
for all kinds of events.

This year, the MPA fully completed Terminal 2 at the Port
of Montreal’s Grand Quay. The final stage of the Grand
Quay revitalization project will be an observation tower,
reminiscent of a lighthouse, located at the south end of
the pier. Construction of foundations began this summer
and will be followed by subsequent works next year. The
tower is scheduled to open in 2021.

Next season, Royal Caribbean’s Empress of the Seas will
visit Montreal for the first time with a total of six Canada-

New England, Canadian Adventure and Snowbird Migra-
tion South cruises in June, September and October.

Ritz-Carlton Yacht Collection will call Montreal for the first
time with its Yacht One, a custom-built yacht with space
for 298 guests. Yacht One will leave Boston and sail to Bar
Harbor, Halifax, Charlottetown, Gaspé, Tadoussac and
Quebec City before arriving in Montreal on October 15
and then retrace that route back to Boston.

Hapag-Lloyd’s Hanseatic Inspiration, an ultra-luxury 230-
passenger cruise ship that will sail in the Great Lakes, will
be in Montreal on June 1 and July 3.

The World, a private residential ship with 165 homes on
board that sails around the globe, will return to Montreal
from October 4 to 6.

An observation tower will be the final stage of the Grand
Quay revitalization project.
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cargoM quietly driving trade and logistics initiatives 
to benefit the Montreal area
BY BRIAN DUNN

The Transport Logistic conference and
trade show is held every two years in
Munich. It is billed as the largest show
of its kind in Europe, attracting over
2,375 exhibitors from 63 countries
and some 64,000 visitors from 125
countries with over 125,000 square
metres of exhibition space. This year’s
event was held June 4-7. To promote
itself on a global scale, CargoM, the
Logistics and Transportation Cluster of
Metropolitan Montreal, organized a
mission to the show.

“It attracts all the top ports in the
world and a lot of our clients were
present as well,” said CargoM Execu-
tive Director Mathieu Charbonneau.

“It’s held every two years, alternating
between Munich and Asia. Next time,
we should have a Quebec kiosk in-
volving major players like Port of
Montreal, CN and CP and other trans-
portation and logistics companies.”

Other members of the mission in-
cluded Montreal Port Authority, Logis-
tec Corporation, Fonds de Solidarité
FTQ, Air Canada Cargo and Metro
Canada Logistics. The group also vis-
ited other European ports, including
the HHLA container terminal in Ham-
burg where it saw real time driverless
trucks and cranes in operation.

But the biggest initiative CargoM was
involved in this year was the launch of

MATHIEU CHARBONNEAU
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the Montreal area Foreign Trade Zone
(FTZ) Designation, the 13th granted by
the Economic Development Agency
of Canada. Under the designation,
the purchase or import of raw materi-
als, inputs or finished products are ex-
empted from custom duties and
taxes, so long as they are re-exported.
The raw materials and finished prod-
ucts can be stored for four years, then
processed or assembled in the FTZ for
re-export. If the products are sold in
Canada, the taxes and duties are de-
ferred until they enter the domestic
market. 

The FTZ is designed to attract im-
porters and exporters, manufacturers
and distribution centres and to in-
crease international competitiveness.

As part of the program, the federal
government will pay two-thirds of
the salary of a full-time employee for
three years to coordinate the initia-
tive, with the remaining third paid by
CargoM. It has hired Christian Ka-
mudimba as its FTZ coordinator who
has a background in FTZ implemen-
tation and coordination. “It’s perfect
timing, because under the free trade
agreement with Europe (Compre-
hensive Economic Trade Agreement
or CETA), we’re seeing more im-
ports, but not so much on the export
side and this should help the smaller
players get into the game,” said Mr.
Charbonneau. He noted Port of
Montreal has seen trade with Europe
increase 12 per cent in the first quar-
ter of 2019 which is largely attributed
to CETA.

When CargoM launched six years
ago, it had 28 members. Today, the
number has doubled. New additions
this year include Lowe’s Canada, Air
Canada Cargo, ACS Logistics, Syn-
ergie Canada, Danaca Transport and
Courchesne Larose, a major fruit and
vegetable wholesaler, importer and
exporter. And there are more compa-
nies approaching CargoM to join the

cluster today than in earlier years
when it was was doing more solicit-
ing, noted Mr. Charbonneau. “One of
the reasons Courchesne Larose joined
us is because we have been targeting
the agri-food business as an area of
tremendous growth potential. We’re
also looking to do more fruit and veg-
etable importing from Europe to off-
set the current instability in the U.S.
market.”

Marc Gagnon, Director, Government
Affairs and Regulatory Compliance at
Fednav Ltd., has stepped down from
the Board of Directors at CargoM
which is looking for his replacement.
Mathieu Casey, Director, Cargo Rev-
enue Management and Business
Strategy, Air Canada Cargo, and
Stéphane Lapierre, Vice President,
Airport Operations and Air Services
Development, Aéroports de Montréal
(ADM), have joined the Board.

“We want to restart our air freight
committee since ADM is investing
more at Mirabel to increase its freight
operations,” explained Mr. Charbon-
neau.

Another initiative undertaken by Car-
goM was industrial visits for its mem-
bers to trucking company Groupe
Robert and Richelieu Hardware, an
importer, distributor and manufac-

turer of specialty hardware with over
80,000 customers across North Amer-
ica. The goal of the visits is to see the
latest trends in logistics operations.

During the past few years, refrigerated
containers both on the import and ex-
port side have been a growing busi-
ness at the port of Montreal, and
growth is expected to continue under
CETA, putting pressure on existing
cold storage facilities in the Greater
Montreal region. A study is being un-
dertaken to get a better understand-
ing of future cold storage needs which
CargoM is participating in. “The next
step is to define and characterize all
segments of the cold chain involved
in the international shipment of refrig-
erated goods door-to-door, both for
import and export. This characteriza-
tion will identify capacity issues across
the chain, strong and weak links in the
chain and business development op-
portunities in Greater Montreal,” out-
lined Mr. Charbonneau.

CargoM is holding another Career
Day on November 5 at the new cruise
ship terminal in Old Montreal which
attracted some 1,800 attendees and
over 60 companies last year. Mr. Char-
bonneau expects over 2,000 people
to attend this year’s event. “It’s an op-
portunity to put employers and poten-
tial employees together. And it’s not a
trucking or shipping or rail career day,
but a logistics chain career day.”

CargoM plans to attend Cargo Logis-
tics Canada in Vancouver next year
and wants to get more people from
Quebec to also attend. In addition, it
has received a lot of enquiries from in-
dustries along the Highway 401 corri-
dor, and plans to make presentations
to several of them in the new year.

And while fluidity, economic develop-
ment and promotion are the three
main areas of Cargo’s activities, it will
add a fourth area, namely the environ-
ment.

THE BIGGEST
INITIATIVE CARGOM
WAS INVOLVED IN
THIS YEAR WAS THE
LAUNCH OF THE
MONTREAL AREA
FOREIGN TRADE
ZONE (FTZ)
DESIGNATION
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cargoM organizes e-commerce logistics industry
conference

Quebec Minister of the Economy and Innovation Pierre Fitzgibbon opened the Innovation and the Impact of E-commerce
on the Logistics Industry conference held on September 30 at the Montreal Port Authority’s facilities. Co-organized by
CargoM and CEFRIO, the event brought together some 100 stakeholders and decision makers interested in e-commerce
for logistics companies in Quebec. 

During the conference, private companies and public organizations including Canada Post, WIPTEC, Drakkar, City of
Montreal and Jalon MTL shared with participants their experiences and outlined the challenges and issues they face in
the e-commerce supply chain. 

CEFRIO took the opportunity to review the Quebec e-commerce logistics hub project, aimed at evaluating new business
models in e-commerce logistics. This initiative is part of the Government of Quebec’s action plan for the digital economy.
One of its objectives is to promote ecommerce to retailers, wholesalers and manufacturers, and to encourage companies
in the logistics sector to adopt specialized e-commerce services. CEFRIO is an organization that relies on a network of

Quebec Minister of the Economy and Innovation Pierre
Fitzgibbon opened the Innovation and the Impact of E-
commerce on the Logistics Industry conference held on
September 30 at Montreal Port Authority’s facilities.Co-or-
ganized by CargoM and CEFRIO, the event brought to-
gether some 100 stakeholders and decision makers
interested in e-commerce for logistics companies in Que-
bec. 

During the conference, private companies and public or-
ganizations including Canada Post, WIPTEC, Drakkar, City
of Montreal and Jalon MTL shared with participants their
experiences and outlined the challenges and issues they
face in the e-commerce supply chain. 

CEFRIO took the opportunity to review the Quebec e-
commerce logistics hub project, aimed at evaluating new
business models in e-commerce logistics. This initiative is
part of the Government of Quebec’s action plan for the

digital economy. One of its objectives is to promote e-
commerce to retailers, wholesalers and manufacturers, and
to encourage companies in the logistics sector to adopt
specialized e-commerce services. CEFRIO is an organiza-
tion that relies on a network of 90 researchers to support
companies and organizations as they transform their
processes and business practices through the adoption of
digital technologies. 

Mathieu Charbonneau, Executive Director, CargoM,
commented that “The conference made it possible to
demystify the impacts of e-commerce on the logistics in-
dustry. Changes in consumer practices, in the way they
purchase goods and want to receive them faster and
faster, have major repercussions on the supply chain. The
growth prospects of e-commerce require us to imple-
ment innovative solutions with all supply chain partners
so that we can maintain our role as an attractive and
competitive hub.”

From left to right: Mickael Brard of Jalon MTL, Luc Couillard of Ville de Montréal, Alexandre Skerlj of PME Montréal, Marc
Smith of Canada Post, Mathieu Charbonneau of CargoM, Robert Beaudry of Ville de Montréal, Pierre Fitzgibbon Minister of
the Economy and Innovation, Michel Langelier of CEFRIO et Martin Ball of Wiptec/Metropolitan Cluster of Logistics and
Transportation in Montreal.
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Canadian Railways
cN and cP quietly posted strong financial results and
enhanced their networks even as economic storm clouds
gathered
BY ALEX BINKLEY

Canada’s two major railways have qui-
etly gone about their business in the
past year turning in strong financial
performances and building up their
networks even as economic storm
clouds gather. They overcame wicked
winter weather to record a record
grain haul for the crop year ending
July 31. As of September, they were
still enjoying overall traffic increases
of about two percent compared to
the same period last year while Amer-
ican railroads were suffering traffic
drops.

CN’s and CP’s financial and operating
results for the second quarter ended
June 30 were both records. CN rev-
enues increased by nine per cent to
$3.96 billion while CP rose 13 per
cent to $1.98 billion compared to last
year. The growth in grain shipments
came despite the restrictions on
Canadian canola exports to China.
CN moved more than 27 million
tonnes, bettering its previous best of
26 million tonnes set in 2016-2017.
CP hauled 26.8 million tonnes break-
ing its record set last year.

CN, which has been celebrating its
100th anniversary, went into the sec-
ond half of the year optimistic “while
maintaining our vigilance on costs,”
said President and CEO JJ Ruest.
“Our focus on delivering profitable
growth and advanced technologies
to modernize our scheduled railroad-
ing model is expected to continue
driving long-term value creation for
our shareholders.”

Keith Creel, CP’s President and CEO,
said the railway has seen revenue
growth across every line of business.

“As has been proven time and again,
our operating model can perform well
in all economic conditions and we will
remain disciplined in controlling our
costs and doing what we said we
would do. Our strategy for sustain-
able, profitable growth is working and
we look forward to a strong finish to
2019.”

Among CN’s business building devel-
opments this year are agreements to
extend commercial relationships with
container lines Evergreen and Cosco.
As well, ZIM began a weekly call at
Prince Rupert’s Fairview Container
Terminal.

CP announced a three-year agree-
ment to handle all Yang Ming’s con-
tainers through Vancouver starting
Jan. 1, 2020 as well as an extension
of its long-term agreement with
Hapag-Lloyd covering the ports of
Montreal and Vancouver. The moves
will benefit all of CP’s container move-
ments in and out of the Deltaport

Global Container Terminal.

In October, CN will launch a new in-
termodal service in partnership with
CSX connecting its greater Montreal
and Southern Ontario network with
the ports of Philadelphia and New
York-New Jersey along with the New
York City metropolitan area. CN also
acquired CSX’s line between Valley-
field and Woodard, N.Y., opening
new freight possibilities.

Federal infrastructure support of
$153.7 million was awarded to Port of
Prince Rupert for several projects in-
cluding the building of a double track
rail bridge across the Zanardi Rapids
to increase rail capacity in and out of
the port. Other projects include addi-
tional rail capacity for bulk and con-
tainer facilities on Ridley Island and
better container handling facilities in
other parts of the port.

Meanwhile, a $20 million contribution
from the National Transportation Cor-
ridors Fund will enable CN to twin
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about 5.6 kilometres of track near Ab-
botsford, B.C. the last section of sin-
gle-track rail line leading into the port
of Vancouver. That development will
reduce bottlenecks and improve ca-
pacity and fluidity to the port’s facili-
ties.

CN also signed a new multiyear
agreement with General Motors for
the transportation of finished vehicles
and assembly parts. GM will also be
the first customer to use CN’s new au-
tomotive compounds in Vancouver
and in Minneapolis.

CP opened its new Vancouver Auto-
motive Compound (VAC) on 19 acres
of CP-owned land adjacent to its Van-
couver Intermodal Terminal for North
American made motor vehicle distri-
bution in British Columbia, northern
Washington State and parts of Al-
berta, as well as vehicles imported
through the port of Vancouver. The
facility will be able to handle 168,000
vehicles annually.

With the Deltaport Rail Expansion
Project now complete, CP and its cus-
tomers will continue to benefit from
increased capacity and production.

Since 2016, CP has steadily increased
its market share at Deltaport and will
now become the largest rail provider
at the terminal. CP says its intermodal
franchise has the lowest on-dock
dwell and best on-time performance
at the port of Vancouver, ensuring
faster end-to-end transits for ship-
pers.

CP has deployed a new yard logistics
system that automates yard
processes and supports real-time in-
ventory reporting to give customers
better visibility of their shipments. It
also strengthens CP’s damage pre-
vention processes by enabling imme-
diate uploading of inspection images.
This new system was introduced in
Vancouver and is being rolled out to
all CP automotive compounds.

CN also made senior executive level
changes with David Trent joining the
railway as Vice-President and Chief
Digital Officer to head an initiative to
modernize its scheduled railway sys-
tem. Bob Reilly was appointed Exec-
utive Vice-President and CEO while
Michael Foster was promoted to Ex-
ecutive Vice President and Chief In-
formation and Technology Officer.

Mark Redd is the new CP Executive
Vice-President of Operations. He
joined CP in 2013 and has worked in
a number of different senior operat-
ing roles, including most recently as
Senior Vice-President, Operations,
Western Region. Tracy Miller has
been appointed Senior Vice-Presi-
dent, Operations, Eastern Region
and Greg Squires now is the Vice-
President, Operations, Western Re-
gion. Both will report directly to
Redd. “As we advance in our preci-
sion scheduled railroading evolution,
the importance of developing and
empowering people cannot be over-
stated,” Keith Creel said.

CP also announced that Chad Rol-
stad, Vice-President of Human
Resources, will add Chief Culture
Officer to his title and James
Clements, who has been with CP for
more than 20 years, will become
Senior Vice-President Strategic Plan-
ning and Technology Transformation.
CP’s Vice-President and Chief Infor-
mation Officer Mike Redeker will
report to Clements.

CP joined the Blockchain in Transport
Alliance (BiTA) which is producing
blockchain standards that allow for in-
teroperability between participants in
the global supply chain.

Blockchain is an open, extensible plat-
form capable of sharing shipping
events, messages and documents
across all the actors and systems in
the supply chain ecosystem. It uses
cryptography to ensure that network
participants see only the parts of the
ledger that are relevant to them, and
to ensure that transactions are secure,
authenticated and verifiable. 

With nearly 500 members from
freight, transportation, logistics and
affiliated industries, BiTA is focused
on education, advocacy, networking
and commercial outcomes around
blockchain and other emerging tech-
nologies.

Canadian Railways
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Canadian Railways
Many canadian communities depend on short line railways
BY KEITH NORBURY

In its first year of operation, the Great Sandhills Railway in
Saskatchewan had a budget of about $2 million. A decade
later, its annual budget is around $7 million.

“Of that $7 million, probably 85 to 90 per cent goes right
back within 100 miles of the rail line,” said Perry Pellerin, the
railway’s CEO. That economic injection includes buying fuel
locally from Co-op and ballast from the municipalities along
the 198-kilometre line, which extends from Swift Current,
Sask., to just across the Alberta border in McNeill.

“Really anything we can buy locally, we try to do that,” Mr.
Pellerin said in a phone interview. “And that’s good for the
communities also. It employs people.”

That doesn’t mean it has been all smooth sailing for the rail-
way, which began in 2009 when those towns and municipal-
ities along the line got together with an independent grain
terminal to purchase the line. Mr. Pellerin had been doing
transportation work for the Great Sandhills Terminal and
sensed that CP might be willing to sell the line. “They
weren’t overly aggressively marketing the line,” he said. G3
Global Grain Group, a company created after the privatiza-
tion of the Canadian Wheat Board, now owns the Great
Sandhills Terminal and its 70 per cent stake in the railway.
“We worked from day one trying to raise funds to make the
purchase, and line up people to start working,” Mr. Pellerin
said.

Among the industries the railway serves is Plains Midstream
Canada’s Empress gas liquids plant in Alberta, about three
kilometres from Burstall, Sask. At present, the railway loads
cars from Plains Midstream, one of the plant’s co-owners,

with products such as propane and butane. “They take it
out of the pipeline there, and put it into rail cars,” Mr. Pel-
lerin said. However, next fall, the railway expects to begin
shipping gas products from a Pembina facility that is under-
going an $120 million expansion. “Pembina will start load-
ing its own rack there, so to speak,” Mr. Pellerin said. When
that expansion happens, Great Sandhills Railway will prob-
ably add ten new employees to its current contingent of 24,
up from about six when it started. While that indicates a
bright future for the railway, it’s still a struggle running one,
he said.

“You gotta wear a lot of different hats and do a lot of differ-
ent things on a short line,” Mr. Pellerin said. “It is tough,
tough sledding.” One of his other hats is as President of the
Western Canada Short Line Railway Association, whose
members include 17 short line railways on the Prairies, most
of them in Saskatchewan. “A lot, if not all short lines, are
bought after the Class 1s have decided they don’t want to
bother with them,” Mr. Pellerin said. During that process,
little money is put toward upkeep of those lines. “So by time
it does actually get sold, we’re getting something that’s in
really rough shape.”

A similar story played out across Canada, and the U.S., in
the last quarter century as Class 1 railways like Canadian Na-
tional and Canadian Pacific sold off or leased secondary
lines to local interests or entrepreneurs. Canada now has
about 60 short line railways while the U.S. has about 500.
“The short lines wind up being lifelines to these communi-
ties,” said Greg Gormick, a transportation analyst and policy
advisor based in Oshawa, Ont. He cited the example of

Big Sky Rail runs from Delisle
to Laporte, Sask.
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Genesee & Wyoming (G&W) Canada’s Huron Central Rail-
way in northern Ontario between Sudbury and Sault Ste.
Marie that serves a forest products mill and steel mill.
“You’ve got several industries like that, that are dependent
on the railway because of its ability to move goods in bulk
at a reasonable price,” Mr. Gormick said in a phone inter-
view. “And in turn, those communities are dependent upon
those industries. They’re huge employers. So if the short line
goes down, so does the industry and so do all those jobs
and the community.”

G&W owns 120 shortline railroads, 114 in North America,
with additional operations in Europe and Australia. Its North
American railroads serve 41 states and four Canadian
provinces and have over 13,000 track-miles. G&W Canada
operates eight short line railways in Canada, said Michel Vin-
cent, the company’s Vice-President, Sales and Marketing.
Those railways offer a connection with Class 1 carriers for in-
dustries in places like Cape Breton, N.S., Temiscaming,
Que., and Northern Ontario. G&W Canada also provides “a
competitive option” for customers in urban areas, such as
the Quebec-Montreal-Gatineau corridor, or as a “transbor-
der” alternative connecting Quebec with the northeastern
U.S.

“Shortlines offer a vital service to many remote Canadian
businesses who would not be able to compete in the mar-
ketplace or worse, would simply not exist without this cost-
effective transportation option,” Mr. Vincent said.

Canadian Railways
Like all enterprises, short line railways have their strengths
and weaknesses. One strength, as noted by Mr. Vincent and
others, is that short lines provide a first-mile or last-mile
transportation solution for customers they know well. “We
work with them and try to adapt our service to their needs
as much as possible,” Mr. Vincent said. To gauge how well
its railways are doing, G&W Canada hires an independent
firm to conduct biennial customer satisfaction surveys in
such areas as response time, rail service, and billing accu-
racy. The company is proud of its 80 per cent satisfaction
level on its 2017 survey. However, we realize that we are as
good as our last action so we are constantly looking to im-
prove our processes and adding value to the service we per-
form,” Mr. Vincent said.

Helping iron ore mining companies reach offshore steel mills
is among the activities of G&W Canada. Its railways also pro-
vide peripheral activities like storing rail cars and switching
operations. “We access ports and, as such, have partici-
pated in large sophisticated import/export projects,” Mr.
Vincent said. “We would love to be involved in Intermodal
movements, but this is impossible without an alliance with
a Class 1 partner.” For now that’s on his wish list.

Early in July it was announced that G&W would be acquired
by Canada’s Brookfield Infrastructure and GIC, a Singapore-
based global investment firm, in a transaction valued at ap-
proximately US$8.4 billion including debt, and would result
in G&W becoming a privately held company. 

Michael Cairns, a retired transportation analyst and imme-
diate past President of the Canadian Transportation Forum,
said short line railways have a reputation for being more at-
tuned to local businesses and local industries. “It’s much
more hands-on and even though they may not have a huge
staff, they’re very conscious of what’s going on,” Mr. Cairns
said. In contrast, Class 1 carriers couldn’t mount such mar-
keting efforts because it would stretch their resources too
thin. They tend to focus on the big customers, he said.
“That’s why having a short line operated with the local
knowledge and experience and being able to deal with the
local people does work,” Mr. Cairns said. “It’s unquestion-
ably a successful model.”

When he started in the industry a quarter century ago, no-
body thought much about the short-line sector. “But it’s
evolved into an important component of the overall freight
industry,” Mr. Cairns said. Short lines have even proven ben-
eficial for the class 1 railways, like CN and CP, that hived
them off. “The two principal railways are quite happy to
have the traffic delivered to them on these lesser lines,” Mr.
Cairns said. A posting on the CPR website confirms that:
“We proudly work with our short line connections so we can
move your goods to almost any North American location,
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Saskatchewan is home to more
than a dozen short line railways,
including Great Western
Railway.
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Canadian Railways

even beyond the reach of our own rail
network.” The post contains links to
dozens of short lines in Canada and
the U.S. Mr. Gormick uttered a similar
comment. He also added that be-
cause short lines benefit multiple par-
ties, “everybody needs to be at that
table to talk about the problems and
to come up with solutions.”

Among the enduring problems of
short line railways is having to operate
on tight margins. Mr. Vincent said
short line railways have operating
costs of up to 90 per cent of revenues
but also spend 12 per cent on mainte-
nance. By comparison, the Class 1s
spend far less on operating expenses,
Mr. Cairns noted. Short lines have lean
operations with few employees, which
keeps costs in check. They typically
operate at slow speeds, which means
they can “make do with lesser quality
track than the mainline carriers would
tolerate.” However, should a catastro-
phe occur such as the washout of a
bridge, a short line likely won’t have
the capital budget to deal with it. “If
something serious happens, they can
be in difficulty,” Mr. Cairns said.

A stark example of that occurred in
May 2017 when massive flooding
washed out large sections of the Hud-
son’s Bay Railway (HBR) between
Gillam and Churchill, Manitoba. It took
over a year, a change of ownership,

threats of court action, and a pledge
of $117 million from the Canadian
government before the line resumed
freight service in November 2018 and
passenger service shortly after that. A
consortium of local and Indigenous
groups called Arctic Gateway, backed
by Saskatchewan grain company AGT
Foods and Toronto’s Fairfax Financial
Holdings, now owns the railway and
the Port of Churchill.

Another recent tragic example of the
challenges small railways in Canada
confront was the Lac-Mégantic disas-
ter of July 2013, in which exploding oil
tanker cars killed 47 people in that
Quebec town. The tragedy resulted in
the bankruptcy of the U.S.-based
Montreal, Maine and Atlantic Railway,
which had acquired the former CP line
in 2003. In 2014, New York-based
Fortress Transportation & Infrastruc-
ture Investors LLC bought the assets
of the bankrupt railway and estab-
lished Central Maine & Quebec Rail-
way, which in 2016 was named
Regional Railroad of the Year by Rail-
way Age magazine. Earlier this year,
CEO Joe Adams told investors that it
planned to sell the shortline.

Churchill, which lacks a permanent
road connection with the rest of
Canada, is a prime example of a com-
munity that depends on its railway. Mr.
Gormick said that the resumed service

is still encountering problems with de-
lays, particularly on the passenger
side. “I’m seeing trains cancelled,” Mr.
Gormick said. “They’re still struggling.
They need some help up there. And
that’s not the short line’s fault. It’s just
their limitation.”

Short lines have received some gov-
ernment help. This August, for exam-
ple, the federal government
announced that Great Sandhills would
receive a multimillion dollar grant to
upgrade its track. “This upgrade will
help customers using the line to more
efficiently move their goods to port for
export, and also accommodate future
growth in their operations. The fre-
quency of trips on the line will increase
to once daily from twice weekly, and
blockage time on Canadian Pacific
Railway’s busy mainline will also be re-
duced as a result of more reliable and
improved operations,” said a news re-
lease from Transport Canada. Another
recipient was 40 Mile Rail, which runs
between Stirling and Foremost, Alta.,
said Allison Field, Director of Commu-
nications for the Western Canada
Short Line Railway Association (WC-
SLRA), of which 40 Mile is a member.
“They moved from basically nothing to
moving windmills, moving oil prod-
ucts, moving grain,” Ms. Field said.
“They’ve turned it into an absolute
economic hub.” Nevertheless, she
said the government money available
for short lines is almost non-existent.
The Saskatchewan government used
to provide some assistance — less
than $1 million annually, “next to noth-
ing really” — to divide among the
more than dozen short lines in that
province, she said. But that was dis-
continued when a new government in-
troduced austerity measures.

“We apply for everything,” Ms. Field
said. “We apply for the Building
Canada Fund. We apply, but we never
get money, basically. This is the first
time we’ve ever received significant
funding.”

Wheatland Express excursion
train stops at Cudworth, Sask

on June 2, 2018.
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WCSLRA’s short lines range in length
from about 20 miles to the 800 miles
of the HBR, with an average of about
100 miles. Combined, they have
about 1,600 miles of track and employ
around 350 people. The railways carry
cargos like grain, fertilizer, propane,
diesel, frack sand, magnesium chlo-
ride, brine, asphalt, and liquified pe-
troleum gas.

While most short lines are federally
regulated, many are provincially regu-
lated. That creates another set of chal-
lenges. “If the federal government
comes down, as they have, with addi-
tional safety requirements, the short
lines say, ‘Well, where are we going to
get the money?’”, Mr. Gormick said.
Those short lines can’t tap into federal
funds because they’re not federally in-
corporated. And provincial govern-
ments take the attitude that funding
railways is a federal responsibility, Mr.
Gormick said. “So short line operators
get caught between a rock and a hard
place, to use an overused phrase,” he
said. 

Providing subsidies to short lines,
which are, after all, private enterprises,
can be a hard sell, Mr. Gormick and
others acknowledge. That’s why he
favours a system of tax credits similar
to what has been implemented in the
U.S. Since Congress first enacted the
Short Line tax credit, or 45G, in 2005,
it has allowed short lines to invest over

$4 billion, noted a recent posting on
the American Short Line and Regional
Railway Association. A bill is now mak-
ing its way through Congress to make
the tax credit permanent.

When the Canada Transportation Act
was first enacted in 1996, the country
had only 12 short line railways, noted
a 2016 federal government report on
Canada’s transportation system titled
Pathways: Connecting Canada’s Trans-
portation System to the World. “Short
line rail and trucking are consequently
of critical and growing importance in
serving shippers and smaller centres,
but they will need special attention if
they are to become vibrant and
durable businesses and a critical piece

of Canada’s rail system,” noted the re-
port. The Railway Association of
Canada reports that Canada’s short
lines move $20.3 billion of freight per
year, and called for more government
funding “to ensure that Canada’s
shortline railways can support our
country’s sustainable growth now and
in the future.”

Mr. Gormick wishes that the conver-
sion of less profitable secondary lines
to locally run short line railways could
have started sooner. Back in the
1980s, as he was researching a docu-
mentary for CBC Radio, he visited an
abandoned railway just west of Saska-
toon. “It was heartbreaking because
the railway was just a furrow in the
ground,” he said. “You could still see
the continuous corridor with no rails or
ties. And there were all these soon-to-
be demolished grain elevators.” On a
trip into town, he spoke with a shop-
keeper who was going broke because
farmers no longer had a reason to do
their shopping there. The school and
the post office had shut down. “That’s
an extreme example of what happens
if one of these modern day short lines
goes down. It takes the community
with it,” Mr. Gormick said. “I only wish
that we had been doing this fifty years
ago. There are so many branch lines
that might have been saved.”

Canadian Railways
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Great Western Railway
train turns a corner in
October 2017.
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FEDNAV CELEBRATES 
its 75th anniversary

BY BRIAN DUNN

From that humble beginning, the company has become
Canada’s largest bulk shipping company, annually trans-
porting over 30 million tonnes of mainly dry bulk, including
agricultural products, sugar, fertilizers, and industrial min-
erals, as well as steel and other general cargo on a fleet of
65 owned vessels with nine more on order. The company
operates a total of about 125 vessels from Handysize to

Ultramax bulk carriers. 

In addition to delivering cargo to ports along the St.
Lawrence and Great Lakes, Fednav has been active in the
Canadian Arctic since the mid-1950s. It owns and operates
both 31,500-tonne MV Umiak I and MV Nunavik, the most
powerful icebreaking bulk carriers of their kind as well as
MV Arctic, an oil-bulk-ore icebreaking vessel powerful

Considering how closely they are linked, it seems fitting that at the same time the St.
Lawrence Seaway is celebrating its 60th anniversary, Fednav is celebrating 75 years in
business. The company was founded in Toronto by Ernest Pathy on Sept. 7, 1944, as
Federal Commerce & Navigation Co. Ltd., Ship Owners, Operators & Agents. Two years

later, it bought its first vessel, Federal Pioneer, and began trading. On Jan. 1, 1984, Federal
Commerce and Navigation merged with Fednav to become Fednav Ltd.
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enough to navigate unescorted
through ice-covered waters.

Although it operates massive imper-
sonal steel vessels, this year, Fednav
was recognized by the Montreal
Gazette as one of the city’s top em-
ployers for the eighth consecutive
year and by The Globe and Mail as
one of Canada’s Top Employers for
Young People for the sixth year run-
ning, in recognition of the com-
pany’s “commitment to the
well-being and development of its
employees.” It was also named the
Bulk Ship Operator of the year for
the first time at the inaugural Inter-
national Bulk Journal awards in
2009. Fednav has won six more IBJ
awards since then.

The company moved its head office
to Montreal in 1953 for “strategic
reasons,” namely to join Canada’s
centre for international shipping at
the time, and now has offices in

Antwerp, Hamburg, Rio de Janeiro,
Singapore, and Tokyo, as well as a
number of local offices in the United
States and Canada.

Both the shipping industry and the
company have seen major changes
over the last 75 years. The changes
for the industry include propulsion,
ship design and the size of ships,
speed of communication and data
exchange and most recently, envi-
ronmental concerns. For Fednav, the
company has morphed into a ship
owner from a ship operator. Services
to and from the Great Lakes began
in 1959 with the opening of the St.
Lawrence Seaway.  That same year,
FALLine (Federal Atlantic Lakes
Lines) became the established steel
carrier from Europe to the Great
Lakes. FMT, the company’s terminal
services division, was incorporated
in Chicago in 1965 and operates 11
facilities in the Great Lakes, U.S. East
Coast and in the Gulf of Mexico..

Paul Pathy



In addition to bulk shipping, Arctic
operations, FALLine and FMT, Fednav
has a Shipowning and Technical Serv-
ices department that oversees the
technical management of the com-
pany’s owned fleet. It also operates
ENFOTEC, an ice monitoring and
analysis service, and Fednav Direct,
offering value-added on-carriage
services, inventory management and
24/7 inland transportation of cargo
throughout North America.

According to Fednav, the three most
important milestones in its history are
the beginning of Arctic operations,
the opening of the Seaway and oper-
ating a record 137 ships in 2019. But
there are other major events worth
noting that have taken place since it
first opened its Toronto office at 37
Front Street. Fednav was instrumental
in performing Arctic community re-
supply and servicing DEW Line sites
beginning in 1955. A year later, it
opened its first international office in
Tokyo, followed by Hamburg (1965),
Antwerp (1966), Rio de Janeiro (1990)
and Singapore (2011).

In 1962, the company took delivery of
Patignies, its first owned newbuild
bulk carrier. In 1978, MV Arctic was
commissioned and built at the Port
Weller Dry Docks, powerful enough
to navigate through ice-covered wa-
ters unescorted. That same year, Fed-
nav’s Avon Forest rescued a boat of
Vietnamese refugees. Two years later,
the company took delivery of Ama-
zon, its first Capesize bulk carrier. In
1985, Fednav signed a long-term
contract with Cominco for the trans-
portation of concentrates from its
new Red Dog mine in the Bering Sea. 

Another noteworthy event occurred

months of 2019 and first half of
2020” than it was in 2018. Asked
whether the U.S.-China trade war
was impacting business, Mr. Pathy
said trade wars create uncertainty
and are never good for business.

“That being said, the trade war…
saw us transporting a surge of
beans and canola shipments from
Canada to China in 2018. In 2019,
this tonnage disappeared.” In
terms of the Comprehensive Eco-
nomic Trade Agreement with Eu-
rope, the CEO said increased
trade appears to be having a big-
ger impact on container traffic
than general cargo.

As for what he believes will be the
biggest game changer for the in-
dustry, Mr. Pathy believes it will be
decarbonization by the end of the
century. In terms of the company’s
growth prospects, he remarked,
“being financially solid, Fednav
will continue to grow organically
and will remain open to new (ac-
quisition) opportunities. There are
industries and geographical areas
that we can further explore.”

in 2006 when Umiak I was deliv-
ered, which, at the time, was the
highest ice-class cargo vessel in
the world. Five years later, Federal
Tiber was the first freighter to carry
ore from Baffinland’s Mary River
mine. Fednav is also involved with
other northern mining operations
including Vale’s nickel mine in
Voisey’s Bay, Labrador, Glencore’s
Raglan nickel mine in Nunavik and
the Canadian Royalties copper
and nickel mine in Val d’Or, QC. A
final event worth noting happened
in 2014, when MV Nunavik made
history by transiting the Northwest
Passage unescorted with a full
load of nickel concentrate from
Deception Bay to China.

In 1960, Laurence (Ladi) Pathy
joined the privately-owned and
family-controlled Fednav. He was
appointed President and CEO in
1972, a position he retained until
2010. He currently remains as
Chairman of the company. 

Paul Pathy (Laurence Pathy’s son)
joined Fednav in 2003 as Vice-
President and General Manager of
Federal Marine Terminal. He be-
came sole Chief Executive in 2016,
a role he had shared since 2010
with brother Mark who stepped
down and is no longer with the
company, but remains a director
and share-
holder.

During an inter-
view earlier this year,
Paul Pathy expounded
on a number of issues af-
fecting the company. He
said the market should be
“slightly better in the last few
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PSA sees new opportunities for Halterm 
TOM PETERS 

PSA International Pte. Ltd. (PSA), the new owner of Hal-
term Container Terminal in the port of Halifax, is looking at
positioning the terminal as a logistics hub, says David Yang,
PSA’s Regional CEO for Europe, Mediterranean and the Ameri-
cas. PSA recently acquired Halterm from Macquarie
Infrastructure Partners of Australia. The company has flagship
operations in Singapore and Antwerp and has a portfolio that
features a network of over 50 coastal, rail and inland terminals
in 18 countries. In Canada, PSA also operates Ashcroft Termi-
nal, British Columbia’s largest inland port facility, located about
300 kilometres east of the port of Vancouver. 

Yang, in a keynote address to delegates attending the
annual Halifax Port Days conference, discussed how rapidly
things are changing within the supply chain and getting goods
to market. As terminal operators “we need to anticipate these
mega ships and design strategies around them,” he said. He
also noted the rapid change in technology within the industry
stating “technology drives production, consumption and subse-
quently trade.”

Yang pointed out there is “a consumer power revolution
happening” with more people buying online and supporting
growing e-commerce. “Trade logistics are being hugely affected
by this” he said, adding that by 2030, e-commerce will increase
to about 30 per cent of global retail sales.

Yang said maritime logistics are still quite fragmented so,
to improve the supply chain, there needs to be a stronger col-
laborative effort with new partnerships doing things better,
good data and good data governance. He said PSA believes that
with a co-operative effort, its Ashcroft terminal can be trans-
formed into a logistics hub. PSA purchased the terminal and
over 300 acres and “we think one location can create a trans-
porting hub and really change the supply chain in Canada. “We
are hoping rail operators and all of you can help us. Hopefully
this will be a game changer,” he said.

“Looking at Halifax, we see opportunities to participate in
supply chain logistics. We have met with CN which gave us
some very encouraging ideas,” Yang said, adding that PSA
would like to work with partners to create an efficient inland

hub which connects the Halifax terminal by rail, truck and data
flow, and develop tailor-made solutions with them, and to make
sure the terminal runs efficiently.

In further discussion on PSA’s plans for an intermodal hub,
Kim Holtermand, Halterm’s CEO and Managing Director said
in an email that, “Halterm’s customers depend upon Halifax’s
fast efficient intermodal links in order to serve shippers globally
with cargo sourced from or destined for major Canadian cen-
tres and across U.S. Midwest. Going forward we will look to
build on current services with greater rail service frequency,
‘destination trains’ direct to and from Halifax and inland cities
and a customer approach that delivers greater transparency in
our service and confidence in our product.” Holtermand could-
n’t offer a specific time line on these changes, only to say they
are “Incremental changes. There is no ‘big bang’ approach.” He
said that a few years ago Halterm worked with “customers and
CN to open up the ramp for international importers and
exporters at Moncton, N.B. More recently we have converted
a number of customers from truck to coastal services up and
down North America’s East Coast. As traffic grows for various
inland and coastal centres, our focus is not in fact on the geog-
raphy, but rather on each and every opportunity that we see to
add value for customers. We will never simply add cost to our
supply-chain. In recent years in particular we have built Hal-
term’s capabilities and customer-base by ensuring that doesn’t
happen.”

On capital investment for Halterm, Holtermand said Hal-
term will add a fifth super post-Panamax crane and supporting
landside equipment in the middle of 2020, offering all carriers
access to unrivalled quayside capability in Eastern Canada.
“Along with that capability comes a responsibility to ensure
that customers have high quality data to navigate their vendor
relationships and customer expectations,” said Holtermand.
“As part of the PSA family we have access to new technologies
that can bring performance improvements and our challenge as
a management team is to bring the right solutions to our cus-
tomers at the right time,” he said.
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International Energy Outlook 2019 projects nearly 50
per cent increase in world energy usage by 2050, led
by growth in Asia

In its International Energy Outlook 2019 (IEO2019), the
U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) projects that world
energy consumption will grow by nearly 50 per cent between
2018 and 2050. EIA projects most of this growth will come from
regions where the consumption of energy is driven by strong eco-
nomic growth, particularly in non-OECD Asia. EIA’s annual
long-term assessment of world energy markets includes a Refer-
ence case and four core side cases, which use different
assumptions for the projections in each case.

“Energy consumption was greater in Asia than in any other
region in 2018, and we project that consumption will almost
double between 2018 and 2050, making Asia both the largest
and fastest-growing region in the world for energy consumption,”
according to Linda Capuano, EIA Administrator. “This long-term
trend of Asian energy consumption to support growing economies
strongly influences the extraction, refining, and transport of oil,
natural gas, and other fuels.”

IEO2019 contains energy consumption projections for 16
regions of the world. Projections for the United States in IEO2019
are consistent with those released in the Annual Energy Outlook
2019. EIA does not intend that the IEO2019 Reference is the
most probable prediction of the future, but rather it is a baseline
for estimating the effects of policy or technology changes. The
other four cases show the effects of changing other key model
assumptions.

Other significant findings of IEO2019 include:

• Manufacturing centers are shifting toward Africa and South
Asia, especially India, resulting in energy consumption growth
in those regions.

• Natural gas and petroleum product consumption is rising in
Asia faster than supply is growing, potentially shifting global
trade patterns and infrastructure investments.

• End-use consumption is increasingly shifting toward electric-
ity.
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• Falling generation costs, energy consumption growth, and
policy work together to shift the electricity generation mix.

manufacturing centers are shifting toward Africa and
South Asia, especially India, resulting in energy
consumption growth

According to EIA’s IEO2019 projection, the industrial sector
will account for more than 50 per cent of global end-use energy
consumption between 2018 and 2050. Economic activity for
energy-intensive manufacturing, which includes production of
iron and steel, food, paper, refined oil products, non-metallic min-
erals, aluminum, and basic chemicals, is increasingly
concentrated in fast-growing economies of Asia. EIA projects
India and China will account for more than half of global output
from energy-intensive manufacturing between 2018 and 2050 in
the Reference case.
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Alaska ferry system ends service to Prince Rupert due
to lack of security personnel at Canadian terminal
BY R. BRUCE STRIEGLER

A critical transportation link between Prince Rupert and
Ketchikan, Alaska, has been suspended over a U.S. Customs and
Border Protection (CBP) requirement that Alaska Marine High-
way System (AMHS) secure Canadian law enforcement presence
to protect CBP personnel in Prince Rupert while inspection tasks
are performed. The ferry system operated two sailings per week
during summer months and once weekly in winter. In 2018 there
were 5,700 passengers and 3,000 vehicles. The ferry terminal is
unusual – a U.S.-funded project on land leased from a federal Port
Authority in Canada.

According to Price Rupert Mayor Lee Brain, “The City of
Prince Rupert explored all options to provide armed support to
Customs for the Alaska Marine Highway System. Unfortunately,
given our remote location and existing police capacity, it would
have necessitated hiring additional full time police officers, an
expense that neither the Alaska Marine Highway System nor the
City are able to support financially,” Brain stated. The ferries of

the Alaska Marine Highway make up a large part of Alaska’s high-
way system, taking in 3,500 miles of coastline with terminals in
35 communities that stretch from Bellingham, Washington on the
south to Dutch Harbor in the Aleutian Chain. The Prince Rupert
service, a 7-hour voyage, started in 1963, and was the original
southern terminus for AMHS. In 1967, the ferry service opened
its south to Washington State, a 38 hour sailing terminating in
Bellingham, WA. 

Veronika Stewart, Communications Manager, City of Prince
Rupert, told Canadian Sailings that as well as many community
members who use the service, “There is also obviously significant
tourism traffic that comes here through the service.” Alaska
Department of Transportation & Public Facilities Commissioner
John MacKinnon provided us with a statement; “We recognize
that this impacts many passengers and communities. We’ve met
with Prince Rupert Mayor Lee Brain and are working on a short-
term solution. If Canadian law enforcement becomes available,

Natural gas and petroleum product
consumption is rising in Asia faster
than supply is growing, potentially
shifting global trade patterns and
infrastructure investments

The economies in countries outside
the Organization for Economic Coopera-
tion and Development (OECD) account
for nearly all of EIA’s projected growth in
petroleum product consumption between
2018 and 2050 in IEO2019, as growing
populations and economic growth result
in increased consumption of energy. Non-
OECD Asia accounts for about
three-quarters of EIA’s projected global
increase in liquid fuels consumption
through 2050. India, in particular, is pro-
jected to experience rapid industrial
growth and increased demand for motor-
ized transportation. 

EIA projects that crude oil produc-
tion will be concentrated in the Americas,
Russia, and the Middle East. Trade and
infrastructure will have to shift to accom-
modate the projected production and
consumption changes. Given these overall
economic patterns, natural gas trade and
infrastructure face similar shifts.

End-use consumption is
increasingly shifting 
toward electricity

Electricity generation increases 79
per cent between 2018 and 2050 in EIA’s
IEO2019 projection. 

Electricity will remain the main
source of energy consumed in buildings.

In the residential and commercial sectors,
EIA projects that electricity use will
increase as populations rise, commercial
services expand, and standards of living
increase in non-OECD economies, which,
in turn, will increase the demand for
appliances and personal equipment.

Although the IEO2019 projects that
petroleum and other liquid fuels will
remain the predominant transportation
fuel, electricity use will increase in the
transportation sector as more plug-in elec-
tric vehicles enter the fleet and as
electricity use for rail expands.

falling generation costs, energy
consumption growth, and policy
work together to shift the
electricity generation mix

On average, EIA projects in
IEO2019 that OECD consumption of
electricity will grow 1.0 per cent annu-
ally between 2018 and 2050, while
non-OECD consumption grows 2.3 per
cent annually. Displacement of existing
non-renewable generation will require
policy incentives. In OECD countries,
policy initiatives tend to have a stronger
effect on electric generation investment,
and renewables meet most of the
growth in electricity consumption as
well as displace some existing genera-
tion. A mix of renewables and
non-renewable generating technologies
meets non-OECD electricity consump-
tion growth, and this mix is generally
influenced by regional resource and eco-
nomic considerations. 
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AMHS could return service to Prince
Rupert this winter.”

City of Prince Rupert meets with
Alaskan officials searching for
solution

Prince Rupert Mayor Lee Brain said
in a written statement that he has held
meetings in Alaska with mayors, legisla-
tors, senators, union leaders and local
businesses as well as senior state officials
in Juneau, including Transportation Com-
missioner John MacKinnon, and the
Governor’s Chief of Staff Ben Stevens, to
present a variety of solutions. In his state-
ment he says, “At this stage, it will take a
few weeks for some details to be figured
out regarding the immediate solution. If it
was up to the State and the City, we
would have signed an agreement in
Juneau - but currently we must wait for
more information from border protection
agencies on both the U.S. and Canada
side regarding pre/post clearance issues
(so to be clear, the immediate issue is
regarding new federal legislation require-
ments). It’s clear to me that folks from the
state have a true desire to solve this prob-
lem. It’s also clear to me that the majority
of folks across Southeast Alaska wish to
see access to Prince Rupert.”

Prince Rupert’s The Northern View
reports that there have been continuing

issues with the Alaska Marine Highway
terminal in Prince Rupert, including the
need for approximately $15 million in
upgrades and changes to ferry schedules
that prevented basketball teams from
Alaska participating in the 2019 60th All
Native Basketball Tournament held in
Prince Rupert. The paper notes that with
the fall in oil prices, the new governor has
proposed sweeping cuts not only affecting
the transportation budget, but also educa-

tion, and state-funded healthcare.
Passengers and vehicles boarding

Alaska ferries in Prince Rupert, 188 kilo-
metres south of Ketchikan, are routinely
checked by U.S. agents. The “pre-clear-
ance” system allows passengers to
disembark without presenting paperwork
again. Prince Rupert’s Mayor says, “I hope
to be able to announce positive news as
soon as we are able, in partnership with
the State of Alaska.”

OPINION

Greta Thunberg the world’s new environmental hero
THEO VAN DE KLETERSTEEG

During her impassioned speech at the
United Nations on September 23, Greta
Thunberg made it very clear who she
thinks is responsible for the world’s cli-
mate change woes: the world’s political
“leaders” who, for the past thirty years,
have known about the coming impacts of
increasing levels of carbon dioxide (and
other greenhouse gases) in the earth’s
atmosphere, but have chosen to do noth-
ing about it.

It is certainly true that carbon con-
centrations in the atmosphere have
steadily increased over the decades,
indeed, over the centuries. And, despite all
the soothing words about “green” devel-
opments, and promises of emissions
reductions decades into the future, no
actual progress has been made in reducing
GHG emissions.

Greta’s observations of reality are spot
on: the situation is getting worse, not
better. Moreover, theoretical scientific pre-
dictions of the past appear to manifest Ph
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themselves with greater vengeance in our daily lives: we are expe-
riencing more and more intensive climate change events such as
wildfires, heat waves, local droughts, severe weather, etc. With
the U.S. IEA (previous article) predicting that global energy con-
sumption will increase by 50 per cent during the next three
decades, can we afford to continue our present “laissez faire, lais-
sez passer” attitudes? What options do we have?

In his 1798 book An Essay on the Principle of Population,
Thomas Robert Malthus argued that the ability of the earth to pro-
vide sustenance was limited and that, therefore, disease, famine
and other catastrophes would impose limits on population growth.
Given the circumstances of his time, Malthus posited that the
world could probably not sustain a population greater than one bil-
lion. Having surpassed seven billion, we have far exceeded
Malthus’ wildest dreams. But, was he wrong? No, not really,
because more than the numbers, it is the principle that is relevant.
Industrialization and technology have created the know-how to
increase agricultural production, and the wealth to support vastly
increased life expectancy, notably through gradual, but successful
efforts to eradicate poverty and through vastly improved medical
care. What Malthus did not know during his time was that
humans and every activity they engage in produces carbon emis-
sions, which are released into the atmosphere, and remain there
(unless absorbed by increased vegetation or the oceans). Climate
change is a consequence of the cumulative GHG emissions into
the earth’s atmosphere that create an additional “blanket” around
the earth, resulting in higher global temperatures. Scientists have
predicted that increasing concentrations of GHGs will increase
global temperatures, which will cause icecaps to melt and inun-
date low-lying coastal areas, will cause more severe weather, more
drought events, all of which will conspire to cause life on earth to
become less sustainable. In other words, Malthus was right: the
earth cannot sustain unbridled growth – there ARE limits.

Atmospheric GHG buildups are caused by a global population

that has exceeded the ability of the earth to sustain. Although
humans themselves and the necessary activities to sustain them
(production and transportation of food, shelter and clothing) cause
considerable amounts of GHGs, the real culprit is the right we in
the “developed” world feel we have to consume ever-growing vol-
umes of manufactured products. Think about it: everything we
consume requires the expenditure of energy, and the production
and consumption of energy typically means the production and
release of vast amounts of carbon dioxide. When you use your car,
you not only burn gasoline or diesel fuel, you also “amortizing” the
copious amounts of energy that are contained in the vehicle you
are driving, in the engine block, the transmission, the plastics used
in the interior of the cabin, etc, not to mention the infrastructure
(roads, bridges) that needed to be created to enable automobile
travel. It all started with vast mining operations to dig up the iron
ore and metallurgical coal to make the steel, the installations to
transform raw steel into useable products, etc. Or think of petro-
chemicals which today are used in virtually everything that is not
food. Much of our clothing is now made of petrochemicals! Our
houses and most furnishings and appliances in them contain a lot
of steel, copper and petrochemicals, all of which were mined,
processed, and transported in energy-intensive operations.

Our prosperity is dependent on keeping consumption going
because without it, the economy will contract, workers will lose
their jobs, consumers will default on car loans and mortgage pay-
ments, etc. Moreover, a declining economy will make greater
demands on governments, at a time when they themselves face
declining tax revenues, and are least able to help. Government
deficits will rise and, frankly, one never knows where it could all
end – recessions have the potential to end in depressions.

So, governments would rather maintain the status quo, and
encourage people to keep on consuming. The balancing act that
governments play is to encourage consumption sufficiently (but
not too much) to enable slow, but “sustainable” economic growth,
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but not too little, which could cause consumer demand to fall and
cause the economy to fall into recession. 

But, what about ordinary people? Regrettably, few people
know more about climate change than the buzzwords. And,
encouraged by the promises of their political leaders, they feel that
the problems, if any, are being tackled by people who have been
elected to deal with society’s problems. Moreover, the vast major-
ity of people do not like change, particularly if the change is likely
to make life less comfortable. How many adults do you know who
are eager to give up their creature comforts, such as their annual
jet getaway to a sunny Caribbean or Pacific destination?

If governments do not have much of a motivation to tackle
climate change, except for tinkering around the edges with actions
that do little or nothing to help solve the problem, and if citizens
are not prepared to suffer lifestyle changes as a result of meaning-
ful action around climate change, the only outcome can be a
continuation of current practices: a lot of rhetoric, but continued
buildup of GHGs in the atmosphere. 

Is there any hope for Greta Thunberg and other young people
like her? Other than a radical change in the political environment,

which is difficult to anticipate, our best hope lies in advances in
technology. Technology has helped mankind out on numerous
other occasions just when we thought we had reached the limits.
We know there are companies working on technologies to actually
remove carbon from the environment, including companies in
Canada. Will they be able to advance the technology, and scale it
up to a point where, at some time in the future, and in conjunction
with more forceful actions to limit the releases of GHGs, we will
be able to achieve net zero releases of GHGs? And if environmen-
tal engineering technology can help us deal with climate change,
what is the cost of such carbon capture? Will we still need to make
substantial lifestyle changes, or merely “adjustments”? It seems to
me that the sooner we start to take matters seriously, the less
damage we’ll cause, and the “easier” it will be to deal with legacy
greenhouse gas problems once we figure out how to deal with
such problems.

Until that time becomes more “visible”, we need our youth
to put more political pressure on governments and adults to
remind them of their duty to leave the earth in a suitable state for
the next generations.

CIFFA announces the winner of its Donna Letterio
Award

CIFFA announced the winner of the
2019 Donna Letterio Leadership Award:
Sally Richardson of Overseas Container
Forwarding Inc. Richardson is the Execu-
tive Vice President of OCF Inc. and has
been in this role since 2008. She received
the award at CIFFA’s Western FCA gala
dinner September 27, 2019 in Vancouver. 

CIFFA introduced the annual Donna
Letterio Leadership Award in December
2015 to commemorate former CIFFA
President Donna Letterio, who passed
away in August 2013. The award recog-
nizes a woman in the global freight
logistics sector who has demonstrated, as
Donna did, professionalism, commitment,
leadership and a passion for excellence in
her career and in her life. 

Richardson came to OCF as an
exchange employee from OCF’s Aus-
tralian agent on a 6-month stint in 1994.
After several extensions of the exchange
position, she accepted a full-time position
and quickly became part of OCF’s man-
agement team. This year marks the 25th
anniversary of Sally’s tenure with OCF. 

A proficient trainer and a highly
respected employee and industry associ-
ate, Richardson has been described by her
colleagues as “a key part of OCF’s ongoing
success and a credit to our industry.” She
has a deep understanding of how to
engage and motivate employees in order
to reach company objectives. Richardson
has been responsible for international
agency development, the implementation
of systems and IT solutions, and the

From left to right: Bruce Rodgers, Executive Director, CIFFA; Sally
Richardson, OCF Inc.; and Debbie McCloy, Bladder Cancer Canada.

engagement and training of new talent
promoting a motivating and supportive
culture. She was instrumental in develop-
ing the first dedicated direct LCL
Consolidation service between Canada
and Australia in the 1990s. 

She also created a strategic partner-

ship with Habitat for Humanity, contribut-
ing funds from every $100,000-plus LCL
shipment handled in 2017-2018 towards
simple, decent and affordable housing.
Richardson also fundraises for and partici-
pates in the Canadian Cancer Society’s
Relay for Life. 
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UPS embarks on massive expansion of its presence in
Louisville, Kentucky

Next Day Air volume is growing rap-
idly in the industry and UPS is said to be
winning a larger share of this expanding
market. Further, healthcare, ecommerce
and small business customers are
demanding faster delivery times around
the globe. In response, UPS Airlines is
growing its air network, including its sup-
port structure at its home base in
Louisville, Ky.

Over the next 15 years, UPS antici-
pates a series of construction projects
around Worldport that could reach $750
million and create 1,000 jobs. “These
projects are part of UPS’s overall strategy
to make investments in its global logistics
network to enable continued growth in
strategic markets,” said UPS Airlines Pres-
ident Brendan Canavan. “That includes
an infrastructure that allows us to con-
tinue providing our customers with safe,
reliable and on-time service.” Most
notably, UPS will build a new $220 mil-
lion, 262,000 square-foot-hangar to
accommodate line maintenance on its
growing air fleet. The company is in the

process of adding nearly 50 new, con-
verted and leased 747-8s and 767s by
2022.

The new hangar will be large enough
to simultaneously accommodate two 747-
8F aircraft, the largest in the UPS Airlines
fleet. Permitting and construction will
begin in 2020, with the project scheduled

for completion in 2022. Other notable
infrastructure projects include ramp and
taxiway improvements, and renovated
offices.

Pilots, aircraft mechanics, and sup-
port staff will be among the 1,000
well-paid professional jobs the projects
will create. 
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Ocean carriers fight seasonal downturn by blanking
more voyages
BY MIKE WACKETT

Spot container freight rates on the
transpacific and Asia-Europe are coming
under intense pressure ahead of a weak
outlook for the markets following China’s
Golden Week holiday factory shutdown
the first week of October. The Shanghai
Containerized Freight Index (SCFI)
showed further declines, with the North
Europe component falling 6.2 per cent, to
$710 per TEU, while rates to west
Mediterranean ports were down 2 per
cent, to $877 per TEU. Spot rates for
North Europe are about a third lower than
at the start of the year and continued to
fall during peak season, even with anec-
dotal reports of ships leaving China with
95 per cent utilization levels, a situation
that must be extremely concerning for
carriers ahead of the traditional slack
season. One forwarder source told The
Loadstar this week he had already
received “big discounts” on rates for
October. 

“They are clearly very worried about
what they are seeing in their booking fore-
casts,” he said. Indeed, the latest edition
of the North European container hub
Global Port Tracker is pessimistic about
import throughput for the rest of the year
and into 2020. 

“For North European imports we
project the second half of 2019 to barely
hold onto positive growth, and the first
half of 2020 to be negative,” said the
report’s author, Ben Hackett. 

Meanwhile, the 2M alliance
announced this week it was suspending
its AE2/Swan loop from the end of the
month, removing some 20,000 TEUs of

weekly capacity from the tradelane,
adding that the service would be reacti-
vated in mid-November, “provided
market demand recovers”. Maersk and
MSC also confirmed a void voyage of their
AE7 and Condor service for week 41, in
connection with the upcoming Golden
Week, taking out about 17,000 TEUs of
capacity. 

Rival Ocean and THE alliances have
also blanked sailings around Golden
Week, but unlike 2M, had already
removed more than 150,000 TEUs of
capacity during the peak season in an
endeavour to shore up rates. 

Elsewhere, after last week’s GRI-
fuelled 26 per cent jump in spot rates
from Asia to the U.S. west coast, on Sep-
tember 6 SCFI recorded a 3 per cent
decline, to $1,566 per 40ft, and for the
U.S. east coast the index is down 2.2 per
cent on the week, to $2,631 per 40ft. 

After deploying extra loaders during
the peak season, transpacific carriers are
now preparing for the soft demand follow-
ing Golden Week and have announced
nine blank sailings next month to the U.S.
west coast and six to the U.S. east and
Gulf coasts. Notwithstanding this seasonal
weakening, carriers are also seeing
demand fall due to the impact of the addi-
tional raft of U.S. import tariffs on Chinese
goods that kicked in on 1 September.
“With the hard-fought GRIs at the start of
September already starting to slip, Chi-
nese Golden Week now starting to draw
focus  and the new U.S.-China tariffs,
there seems little positivity on the transpa-
cific tradelanes at present,” George
Griffiths, editor, Global Container Freight
Market, at S&P Global Platts told The
Loadstar.

Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar
(www.theloadstar.co.uk)

Global container fleet breaches 23 million TEUs as new
ULCVs hit the water - and market softens
BY MIKE WACKETT

A wave of ULCV deliveries this year has pushed the total
containership fleet capacity over the 23 million TEU mark, with
the last million slots added in a breath–taking 14 months,
according to an Alphaliner report. However, the newbuilds,
mostly consisting of ULCVs, have arrived at a time of softening
demand growth across the major tradelanes of the world, which
is already forcing carriers to blank a significant amount of head-
haul voyages. 

In fact, the 2M partners, Maersk and MSC, advised that the
“temporary suspension” of their AE2 / Swan Asia – North
Europe loop would commence one week earlier than planned,
with the final schedule sailing from Qingdao on 25 September
also being cancelled. 

While the new ULCVs will in most cases immediately be
deployed on the Asia – Europe tradelane, the cascading impact
of the incumbent tonnage being reassigned to secondary routes
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have confirmed to The Loadstar in
recent weeks that open mid-sized con-
tainer tonnage has become “very
scarce”, especially in the panamax and
above sectors, and there are anecdotal
reports of daily hire rates doubling inside
six months for the most sought–after
ships. However, this artificial charter
market demand, caused by the looming
IMO 2020 0.5 per cent sulphur cap reg-
ulations on marine bunkers, is masking
the weakening fundamentals of global
trade. 

Earlier in the week, shipping associ-

ation Bimco reiterated its expectation for
containership scrapping at some 200,000
TEUs for the full year, but warned that
the “fundamental balance of the con-
tainer shipping market will worsen this
year”. Alphaliner said that it expected
that the low scrapping rate would “per-
sist for the remainder of the year” and as
a consequence, has lowered its recycling
forecast to less than 250,000 TEUs from
its previous estimate of 350,000 TEUs. 

Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar
(www.theloadstar.co.uk)

will have negative consequences on
freight rates in those markets. 

Ocean carriers received some
91,000 TEUs of newbuild tonnage in the
last week alone, including two further
MSC Gulsun-series 23,000 TEU+ ves-
sels; 21,230 TEU Cosco Shipping Planet
and 20,240 TEU Ever Globe. 

According to the Alphaliner data,
826,000 TEUs of cellular capacity on
some 108 vessels has been received by
liner operators so far this year. However,
in contrast, the scrapping of older ships
has stalled, with only 165,000 TEUs
reported to have been sold for demoli-
tion to date, due to a strong charter
market driven by the demand for substi-
tute vessels to cover scrubber
installations on the existing fleet.  “A
strong charter market gives owners little
incentive to recycle ships, and several
vessels that were initially bound for the
breaking yards are now being kept in
active service,” said the consultant. 

Indeed, London shipbrokers Brae-
mar ACM reported this week that there
have been only three demolition sales in
the past 30 days. “Some of the demand
increase since June is related to vessel
downtime for scrubber installations. A
total of 44 ships with an overall capacity
of 465,000 TEUs are currently undergo-
ing retrofit work at various shipyards,”
said Alphaliner. 

Brokers in London and Hamburg

Reefer shortage persists as perishables shippers opt
for boxes, ONE orders 6,000
BY GAVIN VAN MARLE

Container shipping lines are rushing
to order refrigerated containers (reefers)
to plug an emerging gap between supply
and demand in global perishables trades.
Japanese carrier ONE announced an order
for 6,000 40ft high-cube reefer units,
which will take its reefer fleet up to
240,000 TEUs at the end of the year. A
year ago, it added 14,000 40ft units to the
fleet and its latest order includes 500 units
equipped with advanced controlled
atmosphere (CA) technology, to “slow
down the respiration and ripening process
to maximize the shelf life of fruit and veg-
etables”.

According to the latest research by
Drewry Maritime Advisors, which this
month publishes its latest Reefer Shipping
Annual Review and Forecast 2019/20,
reefer containers have been scarce since
2016, when there was a “dramatic halt in
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To scrubber or not to scrubber: that was the question
for carriers
BY MIKE WACKETT

IMO’s regulation for a maximum 0.5 per cent sulphur con-
tent in marine fuel coming into force on 1 January looks set to
divide ocean carriers into two distinct low and high scrubber
groups. According to Drewry, there will be a group of ‘low-scrub-
ber users’ with an average of just 1 per cent of their ships
equipped with the exhaust gas cleaning systems, operating only a
handful of vessels, 2 per cent of TEU capacity, able to continue to
burn cheaper 3.5 per cent sulphur content heavy fuel oil (HFO).

This first group will include low-sulphur fuel oil (LSFO)
advocates and “anti-scrubber” carriers Maersk and Hapag-Lloyd,
ONE, Cosco, Yang Ming and PIL. The second group, which
Drewry defines as ‘high-scrubber users’, will have an average of
7 per cent of their vessels with scrubber technology installed in
time for IMO 2020, representing an average 10 per cent of their
slot capacity. This group, led by MSC, arguably the most pro-
scrubber line, is expected to have around 250 of its 560-vessel
fleet equipped with scrubbers by 1 January, with Evergreen
potentially with 140 of its 208-strong fleet with a scrubber
installed. In the same group is CMA CGM, which is also due to
receive nine 23,000 TEU LNG-fuelled ULCVs next year and
South Korean state-subsidised HMM, which has an order for
nine 23,000 TEU ships fitted with scrubbers and is also charter-
ing tonnage with scrubbers.

Industry consultant Alphaliner estimates that some 840 con-
tainerships, equating to around 8.1 million TEUs and
representing 36 per cent of the global container fleet by capacity,
will have scrubbers fitted – albeit several will not be ready for

reefer equipment expenditure by cash-
strapped shipping lines in 2016 which led
to acute shortages in several regions”.

Although carrier investment in
reefers has rebounded, and Drewry
expects the global reefer fleet to grow by
4.5 per cent a year over the next five
years, demand for equipment is expected
to continue to outstrip supply until at least
2023 – in contrast to available reefer slots
on vessels, which the analyst described as
“ample”. “While we expect container car-
riers to continue to improve the effective
availability of reefer containers through
more centralized inventory and imbalance
management, Drewry’s data indicates that
equipment supply conditions will remain
tight,” said Drewry’s Director of Research
products, Martin Dixon.

“With cargo owners increasingly
reliant on container carriers to move per-
ishable products, given the ongoing
decline in the specialized breakbulk reefer
shipping fleet, refrigerated shipping capac-
ity could be constrained during seasonal
peaks,” he added.

However, Drewry also noted that the
growth of seaborne refrigerated volumes –

which include both reefer container and
breakbulk shipments – has begun to
decline, “driven by a slowdown in ship-
ments of meat and poultry, fish and
seafood, and banana shipments, as well as
a contraction in deciduous trade”. Last
year, the global trade in perishable goods
amounted to 129 million tonnes, a 3 per
cent growth over the year before and less
than the 3.5 per cent average annual
growth recorded between 2007 and
2017.

Drewry said it expected the trade to
grow at an annual rate of 2.7per cent
through to 2023 – although that is not
necessarily a bad omen for box carriers,
which have continued to expand their
market share at the expense of conven-
tional reefer carriers and are expected to
carry 85 per cent of shipments by 2023;
the shortage of equipment will allow
them to command strong freight rates.
“Hence, despite a slowdown in the pace
of growth in global seaborne perishable
cargo trade, the additional boost of modal
shift is providing container carriers with
an attractively expanding market in reefer
cargo,” Mr. Dixon continued.

“Excluding a particularly weak 2019,
caused by certain one-off weather-related
factors, forecast growth thereafter is
expected to match that of the wider con-
tainer shipping market, with annual
growth of around 4 per cent. And,
together with tight container equipment
availability, we expect reefer container
freight rates to continue to outperform dry
box rates,” he added.

The other area which will help per-
ishable shippers is the continuing
investment in reefer monitoring plat-
forms, utilizing IoT, telematics and
artificial intelligence, which allow ship-
pers and their logistics providers to
monitor goods while in transit. Hong
Kong-headquartered line OOCL became
the latest carrier to unveil an upgraded
monitoring platform. Its MyOOCLReefer
(MOR) provides “information such as the
container’s real-time location, both on
land and at sea, as well as visibility over
temperature, humidity and other atmos-
pheric data are right at their fingertips,
anytime, anywhere”.

Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar
(www.theloadstar.co.uk)
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DNV/GL predicts shipping industry will miss IMO 2050
CO2 reduction targets unless drastic action is taken
BY GAVIN VAN MARLE

The shipping industry will miss the
climate change reduction targets set by
International Maritime Organization
(IMO) unless it ‘future-proofs’ newbuilds
and continues to invest. According to
new research from classification society
DNV/GL, the problem lies in the fact that
no shipowner can invest in new technol-

IMO 2020, due to delays and backlogs in the installation process
at dry docks.

The carriers that are investing around $5 million per ship for
scrubber technology have gambled on the continuation of a sig-
nificant price spread between HFO and LSFO to recover the cost
and operational disruption of the installation process as well as to
be more competitive than their ‘low-scrubber’ rivals. Ocean car-
riers that do not have scrubbers fitted on ships will need to start
replenishing the tanks of these vessels in the final quarter of the
year in order to be compliant with IMO 2020 and it is probably
only when this demand spike hits the market that the true pre-
mium for LSFO will become clearer.

At present there is a wide range of prices and Drewry noted
that for July and August compliant LSFO was showing only a 30

per cent mark-up on HFO at Asian ports. Indeed, data compiled
by Ship & Bunker in August indicated what it termed “roller-
coaster prices” for the compliant fuel, with a high for
Singapore-sourced LSFO at $213 per tonne on 15 August, down
to a low of $85 at the end of the month. 

Meanwhile, carriers will begin to roll out their low-sulphur
surcharges in the final months of the year in a bid to compensate
for the extra cost of LSFO. It remains to be seen what surcharges
carriers will impose on their customers for containers carried on
scrubber-fitted vessels, or what carriers that have not installed
scrubbers but happen to partner with a ‘high-scrubber user’ in an
alliance will deem to look to recover.

Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar (www.theloadstar.co.uk)

Services & Global Destinations

ZP9 Service
Vancouver – Yokohama – Pusan – Kaohsiung – Xiamen – 
Yantian – Ningbo – Shanghai

MPS Service
Vancouver – Valencia – Livorno – Genoa – Fos Sur Mer –
Barcelona

Canadian
Offices

MONTREAL
Tel 844-454-5072
Fax 514-875-2746

TORONTO
Tel 416-703-7301
Fax 416-703-7310

HALIFAX
Tel 902-422-7447
Fax 902-429-1515

VANCOUVER
Tel 604-283-3957
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Service from 
A to ZIM

VIA HALIFAX

VIA PRINCE RUPERT

VIA VANCOUVER

ZCA Service – Gateway to Mediterranean / Indian Subcontinent
Halifax – Valencia – Tarragona – Mersin – Ashdod – Haifa –
Izmir / Aliaga – Piraeus – Livorno – Barcelona

CFX Service – Gateway to Caribbean / South America
Halifax – Kingston – New York

ZCP Service – Gateway to Far East
Kingston – Pusan – Qingdao – Ningbo – Xingang – Shanghai

ZP8 Service
Prince Rupert – Xingang – Qingdao – Shanghai – Pusan

ogy today and be assured that that it
won’t be obsolete within the space of a
decade or two. “Ships built today will
have to compete with vessels coming onto
the market in five, 10 or 15 years’ time,
and must consider future standards to
remain competitive,” said DNV/GL Mar-
itime CEO Knut Ørbeck-Nilssen.

“Considering the uncertain future that lies
ahead, failing to be future-proof in the
newbuilding phase could lead to that asset
being stranded in the not-so-distant
future,” he added.

DNV/GL also added that another
problem lies in the delivery of whatever
fuel types ships of the future might use,
due to the need to build the dual-delivery
infrastructure.

“Currently, only LNG as an alterna-
tive fuel sees significant infrastructure
development, but much more needs to be
done. Still, LNG is considered by
DNV/GL as the most adequate bridging
fuel, allowing the industry to meet at least
the 2030 climate goals.

“However, to reach the 50 per cent
reduction necessary by 2050, low or zero
emission fuels are needed, such as ammo-
nia and other carbon-neutral fuels, which
DNV/GL forecasts will drive the emis-
sions reductions into the mid of the
century.

“Pathway modelling indicates that
carbon-neutral fuels need to supply 30 to
40 per cent of the total energy in 2050, to
meet the IMO strategy,” it said in its Mar-
itime Forecast 2050 report. All of this
essentially means that shipping’s decar-
boniztion is “off course” and it would be
near-impossible to hit its target of cutting
CO2 emission by 50 per cent from 2008
levels.  DNV/GL argues that the maritime
industry, as well as governments, need to
respond by setting up new test routes –
such intra-European short-sea and coastal
trades – that would allow vessels to test
new fuel technology.

Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar
(www.theloadstar.co.uk)
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Maersk hedges against shortage of low-sulphur fuel by
producing its own
BY MIKE WACKETT

Maersk is taking steps to insure itself against the risk of a
shortage of compliant low-sulphur fuel oil (LSFO) when the
IMO’s 0.5 per cent sulphur cap becomes law on 1 January next
year. Through a toll distillation agreement between its Maersk Oil
Trading subsidiary and Dutch chemical and oil storage and trans-
port group Koole Terminals, LSFO will be produced at Koole’s
petrochemical industrial distillation (PID) unit at its Botlek site in
the centre of Rotterdam port. “Our activities with Koole will be
an important driver in ensuring stable, reliable services for
Maersk’s customers during a potentially volatile period for global
shipping,” said Niels Henrik Lindegaard, head of Maersk Oil Trad-
ing.

Koole’s PID unit will also enable Maersk to produce ultra-
low sulphur fuel oil (ULSFO) with a maximum 0.1 per cent
sulphur content, that will continue to be enforced in the ECAs
(emission control areas) of Northern Europe and the U.S.

Maersk said annual production at the Rotterdam facility was
expected to cover 5-10 per cent of the company’s annual fuel
demand, for which the bill last year was a staggering $5 billion.

Initially in the anti-scrubber lobby, Maersk has had a late
change in its IMO 2020 strategy and now expects to have around
10 per cent of its 700-ship fleet equipped with exhaust gas clean-
ing systems in time for the new regulations. However, that leaves
around 640 of its ships needing to bunker with LSFO in order to
be compliant with IMO 2020.

Several of its competitors, such as Evergreen and 2M partner
MSC, will have a much higher percentage of their fleets equipped
with scrubber technology and able to continue to burn the
cheaper HFO (heavy fuel oil) next year. Although not as reliant on
the supply of LSFO, these carriers could potentially have their
own issues with HFO supply if, as expected, the production of 3.5
per cent sulphur content fuel declines with the big drop in
demand.

Indeed, the demand requirement for the two fuels from Jan-
uary has caused a conundrum for bunker suppliers who need to
decide on storage tank cleaning. One bunker broker told The
Loadstar that several of his suppliers had opted for a policy of
“over cleaning” of storage tanks. “It is far better to dirty the tank
later with HFO rather than have to clean a tank from scratch in
order to replenish with LSFO,” he argued.

Bearish predictions from analysts suggest that up to 80 per
cent of the HFO market could fall away as a consequence of IMO
2020, which could have significant implications for the price of
the fuel.

In February, Maersk announced a tie up with New Jersey-
based oil refiner PBF Logistics to supply its vessels on the U.S. east
coast with LSFO. The carrier said that the deal would “secure”
about 10 per cent of its annual fuel demand. This followed the
Danish group’s announcement in August last year that it had
secured a long-term agreement with Dutch tank storage operator
Royal Vopak for a dedicated 0.5 per cent sulphur bunkering point
at Rotterdam.

Meanwhile, with just over 100 days before the IMO 2020
regulations come into force,  ship operators urgently need to plan
the tank cleaning of vessels switching from HFO to LSFO in order
not to contaminate the new blended fuel. In addition to the drain-
ing and cleaning of tanks, the fuel oil service system and all
pipework will need to be thoroughly flushed, a process that
requires not only time but crew training and expertise.

Analysts at S&P Global Platts have also flagged up concerns
over the mixing of 0.5 per cent content fuel from different
providers warning that different blends in the one tank could
potentially create a form of sludge that could hinder the operation
of ships’ engines.

Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar (www.theloadstar.co.uk)
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Innovation is the only way to keep Amazon at bay, 
says DHL
BY ALEXANDER WHITEMAN

Innovation is vital for logistics opera-
tors wishing to fend off competition from
e-commerce giants seeking to enter the
sector. Speaking at the launch of DHL’s
latest Innovation Center in Chicago last
week, DHL e-Commerce CEO Ken Allen
described the company as “innovation
pioneers”. “Alibaba, Amazon, Asos, Ebay,
and Etsy, these are all our customers but
to keep them we must continually inno-
vate and keep moving forward,” said Mr.
Allen. “We need to do this to make sure
we can service the needs of these big busi-
nesses and to keep them on the books as
customers and to stop them becoming our
competitors.”   

Over the past half-decade, Amazon
has been increasing its activities in the
logistics sphere, having launched an air-
line in 2015 and its own brokerage
service in 2016. Even so, DHL does not
envisage the world’s largest online retailer
to be a threat to its operations, with Chief
Executive for the Americas, Mike Parra,
telling Congress as much. “Well, it is one
of our largest customers globally, so is
undoubtedly friend, and I don’t see that
changing any time soon... “But even it
did, it is not so big that [its loss] would
bring us to our knees.”  

While fear of Amazon may drive
DHL towards innovation, it said it wants
to innovate for all its customers. Mr. Allen
said the services and systems developed
by the team would also be used to help
smaller customers, noting that “anyone
can be an entrepreneur and anyone a cus-
tomer”. “We are in the digital revolution,

which came in the wake of globalization,
which played a big role in driving growth
at DHL,” he continued. “Digitization pro-
pels e-commerce – with teenagers in
bedrooms becoming entrepreneurs – driv-
ing globalization further still and creating
a massive need for innovation.”   

Foremost in the mind of Mr. Allen
and other DHL executives speaking at the
launch was the rising demand for automa-
tion across operations. Labour-constrained
markets, like those in North America and
Europe, are seeing the cost of personnel
increase, with labour now accounting for
40 to 60 per cent of U.S. warehouse costs.

Global Head of Innovation, Matthis
Heutger, said: “There needs to be a shift
to autonomous processes, but not to the
exclusion of workers, more a case of them
working with robots.” Mr. Heutger also

added that the purpose of automation was
to improve the labour force’s working
conditions. However, it seems that in
regions where the cost of labour remains
low, the company is less determined to
automate processes. 

Mr. Allen said that while a robotics
solution suitable for Germany may also
work for Argentina, the timing may be dif-
ferent. “In developing countries where
labour costs are low and the workforce
easy to come by, the percentage of labour
costs for total business costs is obviously
lower,” he said. “So we will look to roll
out robots in regions with high labour
costs, and high labour shortages first, as
these regions are much more immediacy-
dependent.”  

Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar
(www.theloadstar.co.uk)

DHL hopes to clean up as it saves costs by picking
warehouse tech wisely
BY ALEXANDER WHITEMAN IN CHICAGO

DHL is continuing to squeeze efficiency improvements
through the deployment of robotics and digital processes. Part of a
$300 million investment programme, recent innovations included
its Neo warehouse floor cleaner and Quick Pick system. “We have
recorded a 15 per cent efficiency improvement in facilities that
have deployed Quick Pick, compared with those using typical
RFID (radio frequency) picking,” said a spokesman. Costing
$45,000 per unit, its Neo cleaner can cover a 450,000 sq ft DHL
facility in just eight hours. Chief Executive of DHL Supply Chain
North America, Scott Surredin, told The Loadstar he hoped the
cleaner would be deployed across 80 per cent of operations by the

end of the year. The return on investment is estimated at three
years, he added. 

However, neither Quick Pick and Neo are deployed at the
company’s Chicago supply chain hub, said the spokesman, who
added the company was constantly re-evaluating the roll–out of
new systems across its hubs.  Mr. Surredin said DHL needed to
make sure new tech was only implemented if it matched the par-
ticular needs of facilities. “Customers have asked ‘there’s this new
tech, why aren’t you using it?’ And we have to explain that [in the
case of Chicago] it wouldn’t reduce costs,” he told The Loadstar.

“This is all part of the $300m investment we made last year
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that focuses on matching systems and
facilities, rather than just having a blanket
tech strategy for all facilities.” 

Currently, six sites in North America
use the Quick Pick system, which is tai-
lored to case- and dense-pick facilities. 

But, said U.S. chief executive David
Goldberg, there was still a place for RFID
in the DHL family, not least in its Global
Forwarding business. 

“We’ve been using RFID for years
and it offers a lot, from delivering the
driver to the freight, resulting in no wasted
time, to flagging up wrongly consolidated
loads.  

“Furthermore, it can show how flows
through our hubs work, and this can help
us draw up new practices, speed up move-
ments and cut back on bottlenecks.” 

Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar
(www.theloadstar.co.uk)

FedEx reacts slowly to weakened global trade as TNT
integration takes its toll on Q1
BY ALEXANDER WHITEMAN

FedEx Chief Executive Fred Smith
has pointed the finger of blame at the
macro-economic environment after a diffi-
cult first quarter for the company.
Revenues may only have dropped margin-
ally to $17.05 billion, but for the three
months to September net income plum-
meted by more than 10 per cent to $745
million. “Our performance continues to be
negatively impacted by a weakening global

macro environment driven by increasing
trade tensions and policy uncertainty,” said
Mr. Smith. “Despite this, we are position-
ing to leverage future growth as we
integrate TNT Express, enhance residential
delivery capabilities and modernize our air
fleet and hub operations.”  

That integration process has been
both costly and protracted, with Mr. Smith
admitting that the company has been both

late and over-budget with the process. Nor
does it seem like it will get cheaper any-
time soon, with Chief Financial Officer
Alan Graf telling investors that FedEx is
expecting it to generate further costs over
the next two years. He said: “We continue
to expect to incur $350 million of TNT
integration expenses in FY 2020 and $1.7
billion billion in total through FY 2021.”

Mr. Smith and Chief Operating Officer
Raj Subramaniam sought to soothe
investors’ fears, with the CEO noting the
integration was entering its “most impor-
tant” phase. For his part, Mr. Subramaniam
noted that he was “overall pleased” with
the pace at which the process was now
being conducted. “We have picked up the
pace of integration and are continuing to
improve our value proposition for our cus-
tomers,” he said. “Cross utilization of the
combined networks was a major step
toward full integration of the operations,
and in June, these capabilities expanded
across Europe. “We are well on our way to
achieving full Ground interoperability in
our pickup and delivery networks in
Europe by the end of May 2020.”

The integration process is speeding up
transit times for intra-European economy
parcels, reportedly improving by at least
one business day on 40 per cent of Euro-
pean lanes. One analyst seemed less
certain over the process, though. Logistics
Trends & Insights’ Cathy Morrow Rober-



son told The Loadstar it was causing wider problems in the group.
“Integrating TNT is taking way too long and I fear the focus on it
has caused FedEx to lose some of its international focus, benefiting
competitors such as DHL and UPS,” she said. “Yes, the slowdown
in international trade is taking a toll on Express international serv-
ices, no surprise, and I expect we’ll see similar results from UPS
when it announces earnings. “However, what struck me was
FedEx’s slow response to international trends; it has been warning
the market of the slowdown since 2018… why wait until now to
address it?”

Ms. Morrow Roberson suggested the company had deployed
more of a “wait and see” approach to dealing with the downturn
amid the uncertainty of trade wars. But she suggested the company
may regret its decision to delay shifting focus to the more profitable
Asia-Europe tradelanes and away from the traditional Transpa-
cific/Atlantic ones. “FedEx noted it was behind on doing this, and
was planning to step it up; interestingly enough, UPS highlighted a
focus on these other tradelanes at least two quarters ago,” she
added. “It is achieving success here, particularly Asia to Europe; an

obvious strategy miss on FedEx’s part that should have been a given
in my opinion.” 

Perhaps the biggest news for the company over the period was
its decision to sever ties between its FedEx Ground operations and
Amazon. While the e-commerce giant’s business represented only
a small proportion of its revenues, the impact of the decision hit
near-term profits, but Mr. Smith sought to reassure investors.
During an investor call, he said: “We’ve closed additional business
to replace this, it’s being onboarded and we are taking out signifi-
cant costs unique to Amazon’s requirements.” Ms. Morrow
Roberson had some positive words as far as FedEx Ground was
concerned, noting that it was continuing to impress with revenue,
margins and volume growth. She noted that investments were
being made for seven-day delivery beginning in 2020 and that it
was expanding its large parcel handling facilities to 100 by Peak
2020. “I think FedEx is juggling too much and it is dropping balls
– network and new service investments  –while cutting costs and
implementing the long, drawn-out integration of TNT,” she added.

Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar (www.theloadstar.co.uk)
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FedEx axes older freighter fleet as tough air freight
market starts to bite
BY ALEXANDER WHITEMAN

FedEx is making swinging cuts to its
less efficient air freight capacity, with
plans to park or retire dozens of older air-
craft following its decision to axe Amazon
and amid a tough macroeconomic envi-
ronment. The company opted not to
renew its contract with the e-commerce
giant this summer, and earlier this week
blamed a poor first quarter on the strug-
gling global economy. Chief Operating
Officer Raj Subramaniam told investors
that the company was experiencing
weaker demand in air freight. “We expect
the current softness in air cargo demand
to continue into calendar year 2020,” said
Mr. Subramaniam.   

“As such, we will take action to
reduce our intercontinental flights after
our peak season to better match supply to
demand. “We have already decreased
U.S. domestic flight hours and we will be
aggressively looking for additional oppor-
tunities.” Chief Executive Fred Smith
added that there had been a notable
reduction in air freight volumes between
Europe and the U.S. over the three
months to September. 

In total FedEx plans to retire its 20
MD-10-10 freighters over the current and
next fiscal year, and also to retire its
remaining 10 A310 aircraft by the end of
this year. It is also said that it would be
parking the equivalent capacity of seven
MD-11 aircraft over the course of the
2019-2020 fiscal year. “As the global
macro economy continues to soften and

we are taking steps to reduce capacity,”
said Mr. Smith.

“Accordingly, assuming no recession,
we’ll continue initiatives announced ear-
lier with confident optimism about our
long-term competitive position and indus-
try leadership.”   

Last year, FedEx committed to pur-
chasing twelve Boeing 767 freighters,
before upping that number in February,
with pending orders for fifty-seven 767s
scheduled for delivery through to 2025.

In July, a spokesperson told The
Loadstar a European-bound 767 would
replace its A300s, with the decision based
on the 767’s “superior” capacity and envi-
ronmental benefits. Furthermore, the

spokesperson confirmed, the new aircraft
would be both owned and operated by
FedEx. 

Logistics Trends & Insights’ Cathy
Morrow Roberson told The Loadstar that
while FedEx was spending money on a
new and more efficient fleet, there were
other considerations at play. “FedEx is
continuing to invest in the modernization
of its air freight fleet,” said Ms. Morrow
Roberson. “But, in addition, after peak
season it plans to scale down its global
Express network ‘to better match capacity
with demand.”  

Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar
(www.theloadstar.co.uk)
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Amazon container order another move toward
“dominating U.S. logistics”
BY ALEX LENNANE

Amazon last week took delivery of
the first 48 containers of its order for 250
53ft boxes, as it ramps up its domestic
U.S. network. JOC revealed that the inter-
net retailer had placed the order for
intermodal containers as another step
towards its goal of becoming a large net-
work transport company. 

According to Steve Ferreira, founder
of Ocean Audit, the containers were made
in Guangdong, and “probably avoided a
tariff as they were landed before Septem-
ber 1”. He added in his LinkedIn post:
“Unlike JB Hunt’s programme of
importers like Flexsteel Industries taking
advantage of one-way rates of their new
53-ft equipment, this Amazon equipment
was empty.” 

The containers are to be used on the
U.S. west coast as part of a pilot pro-
gramme, a move also made by Walmart.
Walmart launched a pilot programme on
rail between southern California and the
Midwest last year, taking control of its
own lanes to boost consistency. It also cut
costs and increased margins. 

Walmart told JOC it was talking to
railroads about being a direct provider, but
also using intermodal marketing compa-
nies such as JB Hunt. Amazon’s strategy
on this is not yet clear, although it has
been contacted by The Loadstar for com-
ment. 

Amazon appears to be gearing up its
in-house transport. While still some way
behind FedEx, for example, its air fleet
will be at least 70 strong by the end of
2021, with 50 767Fs and 20 737Fs. But
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the air network will fall far short of what
it is likely to require, pointed out consult-
ant Alan Hedge in the Hedge &
Associates’ report on Amazon Prime Air.
“The Amazon Prime Air network has
grown rapidly and has chosen a hybrid
between a hub-and-spoke and point-to-
point network structure designed to
maximize aircraft utilization. 

“Despite its rapid growth, the
Amazon network is still far from providing
the geographic reach of the incumbent
express integrators, FedEx and UPS.
“Continued expansion will require
increasing capital expenditures for facili-
ties and run into a shortage of passenger
aircraft feedstock for growing the net-
work’s Boeing 767 converted freighter
fleet.” 

The e-tailer is also an NVOCC and it
is likely that it will consolidate its goods in
Asia, pack them into its own containers
and book transport directly to the U.S.
and other regions. “Amazon is doing
everything right,” said Zvi Schreiber,
Chief Executive of Freightos. “It’s leverag-
ing its near-monopoly of e-commerce
buyers to create a monopoly for e-com-
merce sellers, and now to become a
dominant provider of logistics from stor-
age to ships, planes, trucks and now
containers. “But these market domi-
nances, and the force they create and the
challenges they pose for competition,
should be addressed.”

Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar
(www.theloadstar.co.uk)

Amazon Cargojet ties a growing threat to Rodair
cannabis traffic 
BY IAN PUTZGER

Chris Matthews, President of forwarder Rodair Interna-
tional, is bracing for a surge in airfreight across Canada in the
run-up to October 17, when edibles of a special kind are set to
take to the skies. A year after legalizing recreational use of
cannabis last October, the federal government in Ottawa is allow-
ing the sale of cannabis-infused edibles from licensed producers.
“We’ll see a lot of volume from now to October,” said Mr.
Matthews, “October 17 will be a big day in airfreight.” 

Sales of edible products of this nature are projected to reach
C$4.1 billion by 2022. In U.S. states where recreational use of
cannabis has been legalised, edibles make up about 12-15 per

cent of the market. 
Producers of cannabis have responded to the Canadian legal-

ization of recreational use with alacrity. Aurora Cannabis operates
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period of six and a half years, provided
Amazon delivers up to C$400 million in
business volumes. It can obtain an addi-
tional 5 per cent stake in a second tranche
upon generating another C$200 million. 

At Rodair, the agreement was met
with unease. “We’re concerned once
Amazon has an ownership position and its
traffic keeps growing, what that’s going to
do to our supply of lift for our cannabis
business,” Mr. Matthews said. “We’re
worried Amazon will leverage its owner-
ship to secure priority for its product.” 

Jamie Porteous, Executive Vice-Pres-
ident of Cargojet, dismissed such
misgivings, saying the agreement with
Amazon “shouldn’t lead to any dilution of

other business we get from other cus-
tomers”. “It doesn’t give Amazon any
additional priority of getting capacity or of
boarding first,” he continued. 

Mr. Porteous acknowledged that
Amazon had produced growth year after
year, well in excess of Cargojet’s other
clients, but added that Cargojet could add
lift if it were to come close to capacity –
which he does not expect to happen for
some time. And if Amazon were to press
its case further down the road, it would
risk antagonizing the cannabis users of
Canada – so some of its potential business
would likely go up in smoke. 

Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar
(www.theloadstar.co.uk)

an 800,000 sq ft facility at Edmonton
International Airport and is in the process
of adding a second building with a foot-
print of 400,000 sq ft. The existing facility
can produce over 100,000 kg a year.  

Rodair, being taken over by Rhenus
Logistics, has built a strong position in
cannabis logistics and has set up a special
division to look after this business. “It is a
real growing vertical,” Mr. Matthews
said. 

To secure steady flows of the new
traffic, Rodair has partnered with Cargo-
jet, Canada’s largest all-cargo carrier,
which has been moving cannabis regu-
larly through its network since last
October. It has carried some smaller quan-
tities of medical cannabis and performed a
few charters carrying seedling plants to
new production facilities in the run-up to
legalization. 

In the main, Cargojet provides line-
haul to all major parcel carriers, from
Canada Post to FedEx, UPS and DHL. In
2015 it added Amazon to its clientele.
After four years of high double-digit
growth, this relationship got a lot closer
last month, when Cargojet signed a strate-
gic agreement with Amazon.com NV
Investment Holdings, under which the
airline will issue warrants to Amazon to
purchase variable voting shares that will
vest based on the achievement of com-
mercial milestones related to their
business. 

This will allow the e-commerce
giant’s affiliate to acquire up to 9.9 per
cent of the carrier’s variable voting shares
in a first tranche that will vest over a
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New guide to help shippers lower transport emissions
at procurement stage
BY ALEX LENNANE

Shippers have been offered a “toolbox” to help them
gauge and reduce transport emissions in the freight procure-
ment stage – sending “a message” to the transport industry.
Smart Freight Centre and the World Business Council for Sus-
tainable Development (WBCSD) have released guidelines to
help freight buyers reduce the greenhouse gas emissions  in
their supply chains. Transporting goods around the world gen-
erates 8 per cent of global CO2, but most shippers depend on
their freight transport providers to cut emissions. “The beauty
of our guidelines is that they allow companies and organiza-
tions to leverage climate action through their supplier
contracts,“ said Sophie Punte, Executive Director of Smart
Freight Centre. 

“It is a logical next step for companies that set targets and
report logistics emissions across their global supply chains
using the Global Logistics Emissions Council Framework.”
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The guidelines provide companies with ways to identify gaps and
integrate emissions reduction into the procurement process. For
example, they advocate standardizing emissions calculations and
reporting requirements for freight operators, advise what data to
collect and help shippers advise their freight providers on how to
cut emissions.  

The Smart Freight Procurement Guidelines also help ship-
pers “map their alignment with low emissions logistics and freight
procurement, and identify and address gaps through the imple-
mentation of the suggested actions”. They say: “This alignment
can extend to [an] organization’s entire logistics procurement poli-
cies and procedures.” 

María Mendiluce, WBCSD Managing Director, said: “We
and our member companies are working to find solutions to accel-
erate the decarbonization of all sectors to net-zero climate impact.
The guidelines are a practical tool for companies to integrate low-
carbon transport decision criteria into existing procurement
processes and send a market signal to the freight and logistics
sector.” 

Some freight companies are already making attempts to be
greener. K Line said this morning it was cooperating with a Tokyo
initiative to reach zero emissions. It has offered 3,628 tonnes of
CO2 reduction credit to the metropolitan government as part of
its Tokyo Cap and Trade progamme. The line said it had estab-
lished environment, society and government initiatives as a key
management issue for its medium-term plan and was aiming for a
CO2 emission reduction of 25 per cent by 2030. It added that it
was working with 14 affiliates to promote its environmental man-
agement system, “Drive Green Network”. 

The Smart Freight guidelines also outline case studies on
what some major shippers are doing to combat emissions, in a bid
to help other companies. It focuses on examples such as Nike’s
Sustainable Manufacturing & Sourcing Index, Johnson & Johnson
using sustainability to strengthen carrier relationships and Schnei-
der’s How to create an effective transportation RFP. It also
showcases some best practice at freight companies, including
DHL Global Forwarding and Port of Rotterdam.  

Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar (www.theloadstar.co.uk)

Governments, industry stakeholders
and international organisations must act
to safeguard the role of road transport in
driving prosperity as the world faces eco-
nomic and climate uncertainty. This is
the view of the International Road Trans-
port Union (IRU) which has published a
manifesto describing road transport as the
“lifeblood” of global trade. Secretary gen-
eral Umberto de Pretto said: “The calls to
action laid out in our manifesto are a
clear signal to policymakers and to the
road transport industry there is work to
be done.” Road transport accounts for 5.7
per cent of employment worldwide, pro-
viding 5 million jobs in Europe alone. 

However, the IRU’s call to arms fol-
lows a report exposing concerns over
geopolitical unrest, climate change,
driver shortages, digitalization, and per-
ceived poor working environment. To
address these issues, IRU is calling for
increased digitalization, revision and har-
monization of transport policies, and
accelerating industry take-up of environ-
mentally friendly vehicles.  

Express operators have certainly
committed themselves to future-proofing
road transport, with two major agree-
ments that will expand the global electric
fleet. On the eve of what is expected to
be the world’s largest climate protest,
Amazon placed an order for 100,000
new electric vehicles – the largest order
of its kind anywhere. 

The vehicles will be provided by
Rivian and are expected to be used for

IRU calls for increased focus on road transport as
Amazon - and others - go green
BY ALEXANDER WHITEMAN
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the e-commerce giant’s domestic U.S.
Prime delivery service. Chief Executive
Jim Bezos announced the order at the
National Press Club in Washington on
September 9, with Senior Vice-President
of Operations Dave Clark confirming it in
a tweet. Mr. Bezos said of the move to
take Amazon electric: “We’ve been in the
middle of the herd on this issue, and we
want to move to the forefront.” 

In a statement, Amazon said it had
invested $440 million in start-up Rivian
to accelerate production of electric vehi-
cles, with 10,000 expected on the roads
by 2021. The full order will be complete
by 2030, which it said would result in
saving 4 million tonnes of carbon annu-
ally and comes amid a pledge by Amazon

to go carbon neutral by 2040.  
Amazon’s order comes weeks on

from DHL’s Street Scooter subsidiary
reaching an MOU with China to boost
production to 100,000 Street Scooters
per year through a joint venture. DHL
Express has already put more than
11,000 alternative fuel source trucks and
vans – meaning electric, hybrid or
propane – of which more than 10,000
are electric on the road. At an event in
Chicago last week, it said it was aiming
by 2020 to run 25 per cent of its fleet on
these alternative fuels, almost doubling
its current level.  

Landing regulatory approval for its
Street Scooter in the U.S. has proved
problematic. However, Chief Executive of
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Express Americas, Mike Parra told The Loadstar he was “keen”
to sort it out. Such difficulties are part of the reason IRU said it
was encouraging governments to revise transport policies and to
define a harmonized framework. 

Backing the move to electric is engine and truck manufac-
turer Daimler, which is reportedly ceasing development of
internal combustion engines to focus on electric alternatives.
Development chief Markus Schaefer told Auto Motor und Sport
that it has no plans to develop a next-generation combustion
engine, moving focus to new electric systems. This push into

electric will also benefit its trucks and buses, with an announce-
ment it had reached an agreement with Chinese firm CATL for
supply of new battery cell modules. Head of e-mobility Gesa
Reimelt said: “As the world’s leading truck manufacturer, we
strive to be first with series production zero-emission solutions
on a global scale. “Already we have battery-electric trucks in
operation around the world, working with CATL will go a long
way in providing a wide range of electric trucks for production
from 2021.”  

Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar (www.theloadstar.co.uk)

Hapag-Lloyd unveils its own online insurance for ocean
cargo
BY MIKE WACKETT

Hapag-Lloyd is piloting an online
insurance product as part of a digital offer-
ing to try to overcome the widespread
practice of shippers relying on the limited
cover provided under the terms of carri-
ers’ bills of lading. The line said it always
took the “upmost care” of cargo, but “we
also know that things can go wrong
during transport”. It added: “That’s why
we are introducing Quick Cargo Insur-
ance.” 

The Loadstar understands that the
motivation for Hapag-Lloyd’s insurance
product was the catastrophic mid-Atlantic
fire on its 7,500 TEU Yantian Express in
January. The blaze broke out while the
vessel was en route to Halifax, Canada,
and destroyed 202 containers and dam-
aged another 460 that were eventually
discharged at Freeport in the Bahamas,
with the casualty being subject to General
Average (GA). Under the maritime law of
GA, all stakeholders in the voyage (includ-
ing cargo owners) share the cost of the
salvage and other associated expenses.
Shippers that had insured their goods
simply referred the GA adjustors to their
insurance company for security guaran-
tees enabling goods to be released for
relay to the original destination. 

However, shippers with uninsured
cargo were required to deposit GA secu-
rity of approximately 60 per cent of the
CFR value (the cost of the cargo plus sea
freight charges) before containers could
be released.  

The financial implications for ship-
pers with uninsured cargo were
extremely serious, not only due to the GA
expense, but because the whole process
can potentially take several years, which
includes security bond refunds. The GA
bond process for Yantian Express took
several months to complete, which was
blamed on the number of shippers with

uninsured cargo who were unwilling or
unable to pay the GA security charge and
thus remove the lien from the cargo. 

“Not every cargo transported by sea
is insured,” said Ralf Belusa, Managing
Director, Digital Business & Transforma-
tion at Hapag-Lloyd. “For instance, small
and medium-sized customers often do not
take out insurance for cost reasons.  

“Now, with just a few clicks, the cus-
tomer can select and take out insurance
benefits. All contract documents are avail-
able immediately, so the load can be
insured quickly and unbureaucratically,”
said Mr. Belusa. “Quick Cargo Insurance
proves that insurance does not have to be
complicated and expensive.”

At present the insurance product,
which is underwritten by industrial
insurer Chubb in Germany, is limited only
to containerized exports from Germany,

the Netherlands and France, but the car-
rier said it planned to expand the offer.
The effective cover under German law is
limited to €500,000 per policy, which has
a number of excluded goods, including
used furniture, personal and household
effects and vehicles. 

Meanwhile, underwriters continue
to express their concerns over the poten-
tial risk from the exponential increase in
the size of container vessels over the past
decade. One cargo underwriter executive
attending a function at London Interna-
tional Shipping Week told The Loadstar
ULCVs were “a big concern”, as the
potential loss from a casualty could
amount to several billion dollars. 

Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar
(www.theloadstar.co.uk)
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Keeping the freight and trucks rolling on U.S. roads –
there’s an app for that 
BY CATHY MORROW ROBERSON

The number of employees in truck
transportation increased 2 per cent from
June to July, and is up more than 2 per
cent year on year, according to the U.S.
Bureau of Labor Statistics. And as the
number of employees grows, so do vol-
umes. The American Trucking
Association recently published its
revised forecast for the industry, antici-
pating a 25.6 per cent increase in
tonnage by 2030. Representing more
than 70 per cent of all freight moved in
the U.S., it’s no wonder many technol-
ogy companies are eyeing the truck
transportation market for potential
financial gains. 

DAT was one of the earliest of these
to focus on the trucking market, intro-
ducing load postings on monitors that
could be viewed at truck stops in 1978,
when it was known as Dial-a-Truck.
Since then, the company has evolved to
include freight matching, freight rate
information, carrier monitoring services,
fleet tracking systems, transport manage-
ment software, fleet compliance services
and more, all accessible via an app. 

And, it’s the app that has become
one of the most liberating solutions for
truck drivers. Thanks to technology and
lower phone data pricing, the smart-
phone has evolved into a powerful tool
that has helped level the playing field in
a fragmented market made up of a hand-
ful of large players and plenty of smaller
owner-operators.  

According to Silpa Paul, a commer-
cial vehicle analyst for Frost and
Sullivan, a technology research organiza-
tion, there are more than 40 companies
in North America that have a specific
focus on trucking apps. In a New York
Times article, Ms. Paul notes that
Convoy and Uber Freight are the two
largest participants in this market. How-
ever, competition is fierce, with carriers
and brokers also adding app capabilities
to their arsenal of services. Thus, the
lines between the traditional carrier, the
broker, the digital broker and app start-
ups are blurring – all, with the focus on
efficiency gains and capacity assurance. 

Instead of just using one service
from one provider, shippers and truck
drivers typically use a number of service
offerings, including apps, from a number
of providers to ensure the best rate
and/or pay, depending on who is using
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the service. In this increasingly crowded
field, how does one stand out? 

Many of these trucking app
providers highlight their relationship
with the truck driver while providing
the shipper with the ability to rate driv-
ers and view ratings before booking.
However, a unique offering from Uber
Freight, introduced this year, allows
truck drivers to rate shippers’ and
receivers’ facilities and share feedback
on factors such as wait times and ameni-
ties. 

Another app provider, NEXT Truck-
ing, prides itself on looking through the
lens of the drivers when it comes to
expansion of services, by incorporating
drivers’ comments and concerns into the
development of the app. Chris North,
product specialist with NEXT, said the
company aimed to attack the first mile
by providing drayage services: the busi-
ness of moving containers from port to
warehouse for further distribution.
NEXT charges the company shipping the
goods varying rates, depending on dis-
tance and type of load. 

NEXT’s drayage service is a refresh-
ing offer in an app that otherwise
provides similar offerings to others, such
as booking freight, real-time tracking,
managing loads and payment. In addi-

tion, it has raised $125 million from
venture capitalists, and most recently
received a $500 million valuation. Not
bad for a four-year-old company that
plans to put the funding to use by
expanding beyond the ports of Long
Beach and Los Angeles. While the com-
pany declines to name specific ports, just
think of some of the largest ports in
terms of volume, such as New
York/New Jersey, Savannah, Houston,
and Norfolk, as strong contenders. 

But what happens when other play-
ers catch on and start offering drayage
services in their own app? And being
dependent on U.S. imports to grow such
a business may prove worrisome, partic-
ularly in an economic downturn or
prolonged trade war. Diversification is
definitely needed, and it’s likely some of
NEXT’s financial stash will play into this
as well. Until then, NEXT Trucking, as
well as the numerous other trucking
apps, will continue to highlight cus-
tomer service capabilities and services,
targeting truck drivers as unique selling
points, while shippers and truck drivers
take advantage of the number of apps in
the market to ensure their goals are met. 

Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar
(www.theloadstar.co.uk)
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